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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

DEMOCRACY WATCH and PIPE UP NETWORK

PETITIONERS

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
(PREMIER OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, MINISTER OF ENVIRONMENT and MINISTER

OF NATURAL GAS DEVELOPMENT)

RESPONDENT

AFFIDAVIT

I, Shauna Stewart, of 601-510 Hastings Street, in the City of Vancouver, in the Province
of British Columbia. AFFIRM THAT:

1. I am a paralegal employed by GratI &Company, who are counsel of record for the
petitioner. Democracy Watch, and as such I have personal knowledge of the facts
and matters hereinafter deposed to, save and except for information imparted to
me by other people, in which case I believe the source of the information to be
reliable and I believe the information to be true.

2. Donations to political parties in British Columbia, including those made to the
Liberal Party of British Columbia, are available to the public through the Elections
BC website.

3. At paragraph 7 of my Shauna Stewart Affidavit #2, affirmed January 30, 2017,1
deposed that, at that time, no donations past early February of 2016 were
available on the Elections BC website. I further deposed that Toby Rauch-Davis,



articled student at GratI & Company, advised me that Elections BO had advised
him that donations made to political parties in British Columbia after February of
2016 were not expected to be listed on the Elections BC website until after March
of 2017.

4. On April 7, 2017, Toby Rauch-Davis advised me that more 2016 donations to
British Columbia political parties were made available on the Elections BC website.

5. On April 7, 2017,1 phoned Elections BC and asked if all 2016 political donations
were disclosed on their website. I was advised that 2016 donation information for

all but four political parties were now available at the Elections BC website. The
four political parties not available on April 7, 2017 were: the British Columbia
Conservative Party; the British Columbia People's Party; the British Columbian
Platinum Party; and the Land Air Water Party. I understood this to mean that all
2016 donations made to the Liberal Party of British Columbia had been updated
on the Elections BC Website.

6. Attached as Exhibit "A" is a copy of a printout of an Elections BC website search
result for contributions from Canadian Natural Resources Ltd. to the Liberal Party
of BC from January 1, 2016 - January 10, 2017. Donations during this period by
Canadian Natural Resources total $12,200.00.

7. Attached as Exhibit "B" is a copy of a printout of an Elections BC website search
result for contributions from Cenovus Energy Inc. to the Liberal Party of BC from
January 1, 2016 - January 10, 2017. Donations during this period by Cenovus
Energy Inc. total $5,900.00.

8. Attached as Exhibit "0" is a copy of a printout of an Elections BC website search
result for contributions from Imperial Oil Ltd. to the Liberal Party of BC from
January 1, 2016 - January 10, 2017. Donations during this period by Imperial Oil
Ltd. total $23,000.00

9. Attached as Exhibit "D" is a copy of a printout of an Elections BC website search
result for contributions from Suncor to the Liberal Party of BC from January 1,
2016 - January 10, 2017. Donations during this period by Suncor total $300.00.

10. Attached as Exhibit "E" is a copy of a printout of an Elections BC website search
result for contributions from the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers to

the Liberal Party of BC from January 1, 2016 - January 10, 2017. Donations during
this period by the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers total $11,225.00.

11. Attached as Exhibit "F" is a copy of a printout of an Elections BC website search
result for contributions from Chevron Canada Ltd. to the Liberal Party of BC from
January 1, 2016 - January 10, 2017. Donations during this period by Chevron
Canada Ltd. total $29,880.00.



12. The total donations of KMP Shippers and other companies with a financial stake In
the outcome of the KMP process from January 1, 2016 - January 10, 2017 Is
$82,505.00.

13. Exhibit "G" is a copy of Investigation Report F15-03 released by Information and
Privacy Commissioner for BO, Elizabeth Dunham, on October 22, 2015, entitled
Access Denied: Record Retention and Disposal Practices of the Government of
British Columbia.

14. Exhibit "H" is a copy of an article written by Rob Shaw and published by the
Vancouver Sun newspaper on July 14, 2016, entitled "Former political aide
George Gretes fined $2,5000 for misleading B.C.'s privacy commissioner".

15. Exhibit "1" is a copy of an investigative journalism article written by Kathy
Tomlinson and published by The Globe and Mail newspaper on March 10, 2017,
entitled "British Columbia: The 'wild west' of fundraising". The article deals with
political donations unlawfully made by lobbyists to political parties on behalf of
business interests.

AFFIRMED BEFORE ME at the City of

Vancouver, in the Province of BC, this

10"' dayof|April, 2017

A Commis

for British

spqr^er for taking Affidavits
Columbia

SHAUNA STEWART

This affidavit is Commissioned by Jason GratI of GratI & Company, Barristers and Solicitor
601-510WfestHastingsStreet. Vancouver, B.C. V6B1L8 Tel: 604-694-1919 Fax: 604-608-1919
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ELECTIONS BC
A nnn.nArlk^^n Dftfinp nf IKa I lanlefahirAA non-parlisan Oflice of Ihe Leglslalure

FRPC WELCOME TIPS ON SEARCHING

Financial Reports and
Political Contributions System

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS NEED HELP?EBC HOME

Search for Provincial FinancialReoofls | Search Provincial S-A1 | Search Prcmlnrial R.Ai-A

Contributions Search Results (S-A1)

Search Criteria

Contributor Name Date From Date To Filer Name Filer Type Affiliation Electoral District

Canadian Natural Resources] 2016/01/0l| 2017/01/lo| (ALL) | (ALL) [BC Liberal Party| (ALL)

Modi^ Search Printer Friendly | ^ Download Search Results j

Search Results

Total Contribution For This Search: $12,200.00

Records 1 to 4 of 4

1

mi

Contributor Date Amount Class Principal Principal Flier Flier Type Affiliation

Name Officer 1 Officer 2 Name

CANADIAN 2016/05/06 $5,000.00 2 PETER BC POLITICAL BC LIBERAL

NATURAL KINNEAR LIBER/V. PARTY PARTY

RESOURCES LTD PARTY

CANADIAN 2016/06/17 $1,500.00 2 PETER BC POLmCAL BC LIBERAL

NATURAL KINNEAJ^ LIBERAL PARTY PARTY

RESOURCES LTD PARTY

CANADIAN 2016/10/31 $4,500.00 2 PETER BC PGLiriCAL BC LIBERAL

NATURAL KINNEAR LIBERAL PARTY PARTY

RESOURCES LTD PARTY

CANADIAN 2016/11/21 $1,200.00 2 PETER BC POLITiCAL BC LIBERAL

NATURAL KINNEAR liber;^ PARTY PARTY

RESOURCES LTD PARTY

District Established

This is Exhibit" ^ "referred to in the
affidavit

sworn before] me
this..(0...day 20..i:^

ACornmissifner for taking Affidavits
for British Columbia

http://contributions.eIectionsbc.gov.bc.ca/pcs/SAlSearchResults.aspx?FilerSKKALL)&EDSK=0&KilerTypeSK=0&ContTibutor=Canadian+Natu..,
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ELECTIONS BC
A non-partisan OKice of the Legislature

Financial Reports and
Political Contributions System

EBCHOME FRPC WELCOME TIPS ON SEARCHING FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS NEED HELP?

•MMIMUUI

Search for Provincial Financial Reports Search Provincial S-A1

Contributions Search Results {S-A1)

Search Criteria

Search Provincial S-A1-A

Contributor Name Date From Date To Filer Name Filer Type Affiliation Electoral District

Cenovus | 2016/01/0l| 2017/01/lo| (ALL) [ (ALL) | BC Liberal Party| (ALL)

Modify Search Printer Friendly j Download Search Results |

Search Results

Total Contribution For This Search: $5,900.00

Records 1 to 2 of 2

1

« _

I'

Contributor Date Amount Class Principal Principal Filer Flier Type Affiliation Electoral ED Boundary

Name Officer 1 Officer 2 Name District Established

CENOVUS 2016/04/06 $5,000.00 2 8C POLITICAL BC LIBERAL

ENERGY INC LIBERAL

PARTY

PARTY PARTY

CENOVUS 2016/10/31 $900.00 2 BO- POLmCAL BC LIBERAL

ENERGY INC LIBERAL

PARTY

PARTY PARTY

This is Exhibit" ^ "referred to in the
affidavit of.

sworn before me at.V.Atfrt^.Cwv^.'s^.....
this...L^..day oaL.^SfcAW. 20j.^

A CommissiAiteV for taking Affidavits
for Bmiph Columbia

http://contrlbiitions.elcctionsbc.gov.bc.ca/pcs/SAISearchResults.aspx?FileiSK=(ALL)&EDSK=0&FiIerTypeSK=0&Contributor=Cenovus&Par...
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ELECTIONS BC
A non-paflisan Office of the Legislature

Financial Reports and
Political Contributions System

EBC HOME FRPC WELCOME TIPS ON SEARCHING FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS NEED HELP?

B

I/.BH

Search for PfovlnclalFinancial Reports | Search ProvincialS-A1 j

Contributions Search Results (S-A1)

Search Criteria

Contributor Name Date From Date To Filer Name Filer Type Affiliation Electoral District

Imperial Oil | 20l6/0l/0l| 2017/O1/1q| (ALL) | (ALL) | BC Uberal Party| (ALL)

Modify Search Printer Frlertdly (^ Download Search Results I

Search Results

Total Contribution For This Search: $23,000.00

Records 1 lo 4 of 4

1

Contributor Date Amount Class Principal Principal Filer Filer Type Affiliation Electoral ED Boundary
Name Officer 1 Officer 2 Name District Established

IMPERIAL OIL 2016/05/27 $5,000.00 2 JAMES BC POLITICAL BC LIBERAL

LTD KUSIE LIBERAL

PARTY

PARTY PARTY

IMPERIAL OIL 2016/08/10 $4,000.00 2 JAMES BC POLITICAL BC LIBERAL

LTD KUSIE LIBER/V.

PARTY

PARTY PARTY

IMPERIAL OIL 2016/08/10 $4,000.00 2 JAMES BC POLITiCAL BC LIBERAL

LTD KUSIE LIBERAL

PARTY

PARTY PARTY

IMPERIAL OIL 2016/09/26 510,000.00 2 JAMES BC POLiriCAL 80 UBERAL

LTD KUSIE LIBERAL

PARTY

PARTY PARTY

This Is Exhibit" ^ "referred to in the
affidavit

sworn before jne
this..i.o..day 20.\.^

A Commissic
for E

er for taking Affidavits
'Itish Columbia

http://conti-ibutions.electionsbc.gov.bc.ca/pcs/SAlSearchResuIts.aspx7FilerSK=(ALL)&EDSK=0&FilerTypeSK=0&Conhibuloi-imperial-tOiI&...
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ELECTIONS BC Financial Reports and^ Anon-pariisan Office of the Legislature Political ContHbutions System
EBCHOIWE FRPC WELCOIVIE TIPS ON SEARCHING FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS NEED HELP?

Search forProvinctal Financial Reports- ] Search Provincial S-A1 | Search PrQulndal S-A1-A

Contributions Search Resuits (S-A1)

Search Criteria

Contributor Name Date From Date To Filer Name Flier Type Affiliation Electoral District

suncor | 2Q16/01/0l| 2017/01/lo| (ALL) | (ALL) | BC Liberal Partyj (ALL)

IVIodify Search Printer Friendly | ^ Dov/nload Search Results |

Search Results

Total Contribution For This Search: $300.00

Records 1 to 1 of 1

1

Contributor Date AmountClass Principal Principal Filer Filer Type Affiliation Electoral ED Boundary
Name Officer 1 OFFIcer 2 Name District Established

SUNCOR 2016/04/29 $300.00 2 OLGAILICH BC POLmCAL BC LIBERAL

DEVELOPIWENT LIBERAL PARTY PARTY
CORP PARTY

This is Exhibit" P "referred toln the

affidavit

sworn before jtne
this..(..o.day 20.\::^

A Commiss
for

ler for taking Affidavits
aVitish Columbia

http://contributions.electionsbc.gov.bc.ca/pcs/SAlSeaichResulls.aspx?FilerSK=(ALL)&EDSK=0&Filer'r^eSK=0&Contributor=suncor&Party...
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ELECTIONS BC
A non-par(isan Oflice ol IhG Legislature

Financial Reports and
Polltical Contributions System

EBCHOME FRPC WELCOME TIPS ON SEARCHING FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS NEED HELP?

Search for Provincial Financial Rpportr^ | Search Provincial S.A1 \ Search Pmvlndai s.ai.a

Contributions Search Results (S-A1)

Search Criteria

Contributor Name

Canadian Association of Petroleum

producers

Date

From

2016/01/01

Date To Filer

Name

2017/01/10| (ALL)
Filer

Type

(ALU)

Affiliation

BC Liberal

Party

Electoral

District

(ALL)

Modify Search Printer Friendly I^ Download Search Results i

Search Results
Total Contribution For This Search! $11,225.00

Records 1 to 6 of 6

1

District Established

Contributor Name Date Amount Class Principal Principal Filer Filer Type Affiliation
Officer 1 Officer 2 Name

CANADIAN 2016/01/31 $375.00 3 GEOFFREY E TIM BC POLmCAL BC LIBERAL
ASSOCIATION OF MORRISON MCMILLAN LIBERAL PARTY PARTY

PETROLEUM PARTY
PRODUCERS

CANADIAN 2016/04/30 $5,000.00 3 GEOFFREY E TIM BC POLITICAL BC LIBERAL
ASSOCIATION OF MORRISON MCMILLAN LIBERAL PARTY PARTY

PETROLEUM PARTY
PRODUCERS

CANADIAN 2016/05/31 $1,500.00 3 GEOFFREY E TIM BC POLITICAL BC LIBERAL
ASSOCIATION OF MORRISON MCMILLAN LIBERAL PARTY PARTY

PETROLEUM P/«TY
PRODUCERS

CANADIAN 2016/09/29 $50.00 3 GEOFFREYE TIM BC POLITICAL BC LIBER;M.
ASSOCIATION OF MORRISON MCMILLAN LIBERAL PARTY PARTY

PETROLEUM PARTY

PRODUCERS

CANADIAN 2016/11/28 $4,000.00 3 GEOFFREY E TIM BC POLrnCAL BC LIBERAL
ASSOCIATION OF MORRISON MCMILLAN LIBERAL PARTY P/«TY

PETROLEUM PARTY
PRODUCERS

CANADIAN 2016/12/12 $300.00 3 GEOFFREY E TIM BC POLITICAL BC LIBERAL
ASSOCIATION OF MORRISON MCMILLAN LIBERAL PARTY PARTY

PETROLEUM PARTY

PRODUCERS 1

This is Exhibit" ^ "referred to in the

affidavit

sworn befordi me at..U<?>.r?.&9s>.V?:.^....

A Commis rener for taking Affidavits
fo kBritish Columbia

http://contributions.electiombc.gov.bc.ca/pcs/SAlSearchResults.aspx?FiIerSK=(ALT)&EDSK=0&FilerTypeSK=0&Contributor=Canadian+Ass...
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ELECTIONS BG
Anon-parlisan Office oftheLegisfalure

Financial Reports and
Political Contributions System

EBCHOME FRPC WELCOIWE TIPS ON SEARCHING FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS NEED HELP?

Search for Provincial Financial Reports | Search Provincial S-AI |

Contributions Search Results (S-A1)

Search Criteria

Contributor Name DateFrom Date To Filer Name Filer Type Affiliation Electoral District
Chevron | 2016/Ql/0l| 2017/01/lo| (ALL) | (ALL) | BC Liberal Partyj (ALL)

Modify Search Printer Friendly | ^ Download Search Results |

Search Results

Total Contribution For This Search: $29,880.00

Records 1 to 9 of 9

1

Contributor Date Amount Class Principal Principal Flier Filer Type Affiliation Electoral ED Boundary
Name Officer 1 Officer 2 Name District Established

CHEVRON 2016/04/3C $160.00 2 DAVE SC POLITICAL BC LIBERAL
CANADA LTD SCHICK UBER/\L PARTY PARTY

PARTY

CHEVRON 2016/05/04 $1,000,00 2 DAVE BC POLITICAL BC LIBERAL
CANADA LTD SCHICK LIBER/U. PARTY PARTY

PARTY

CHEVRON 2016/05/04 $10,000.00 2 DAVE BC POLITIC/y. BC LIBERAL
CANADA LTD SCHICK LIBERAL PARTY PARTY

PARTY

CHEVRON 2016/05/04 $4,000.00 2 DAVE BC POLITICAL BC LIBERAL
CANADA LTD SCHICK LIBERAL PARTY PARTY

PARTY

CHEVRON 2016/00/15 $200.00 2 DAVE BC POLITICAL BC LIBERAL
CANADA LTD SCHICK LIBERAL P/V^TY PARTY

PARTY

CHEVRON 2016/09/13 $4,000.00 2 DAVE BC POLITICAL BC LIBERAL
CANADA LTD SCHICK LIBERAL PARTY PARTY

PARTY

CHEVRON 2016/09/22 $10,000.00 2 DAVE BC POLITICAL BC LIBERAL

CANADA LTD SCHICK LIBERAL PARTY PARTY

PARTY

CHEWON 2016/09/29 $50.00 2 DAVE BC POLITICAL BC LIBERAL
CANADA LTD SCHICK LIBERAL PARTY PARTY

P/VtTY

CHEVRON 2016/11/30 $450.00 2 DAVE BC POLITICAL BC LIBERAL
CANADA LTD SCHICK LIBERAL PARTY PARTY

PARTY

This is Exhibit" ^ "referred to in the
affidavit

sworn before me

this.'.Q...day JfA

A Commissio
for B

Ae<(?r.vs^ 20

r for taking Affidavits
ish Columbia

http://contributions.eIectionsbc.gov.bc.ca/pcs/SAlSearchResults.aspx?FilerSK=(ALL)&EDSK=0&Filer'iypeSK-0&Contributor=Chevron&Par,



OrriCE OF THE

Information & Privacy
Commissioner

for Britis" Cchmtia

Protecting privacy. Promotingtransparency.

INVESTIGATION REPORT F15-03

Access Denied; Record Retention

AND Disposal Practices of the

Government of British Columbia

Elizabeth Denham

Information and Privacy Commissioner for BC

October 22, 2015

This is Exhibit" Crt "referred to in the
affidavit

sworn before

this.jR>...day of.(Af.«».t5s^ 20l1k

ACommiss^fl^for taking Affidavits
for witish Columbia
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Investigation Report F15-03 - Access Denied: Records Retention and Disposal
Practices of the Government of British Columbia

Commissioner's Message

Access to information rights can only exist when public bodies create the
conditions for those rights to be exercised. Government must promote a culture
of access, from executive leadership to front-line employees. If they fail to meet
this obligation, the access to information process is rendered ineffective.

This investigation deals with three access to information requests where political
staff in two government ministries and the Office of the Premier failed to fulfill
their duties as set out in s. 6(1) of the Freedom of Information and Protection of
Privacy Act (T\PPA").

The cases we examined largely concern the existence, or destruction, of
electronic records. Investigating these matters was highly technical and
resource-intensive. My investigators requested backups of employee email
accounts, seized and inspected computers, reviewed mailbox metadata and
message tracking logs. This is the first time the office has requested email
backups in the course of an investigation.

I am deeply disappointed by the practices our investigation uncovered. I would
have expected that staff in ministers' offices and in the Office of the Premier
would have a better understanding of records management and their obligation
to file, retain and provide relevant records when an access request is received.

In conducting this investigation, it has become clear that many employees falsely
assume that emails are impermanent and transitory, and therefore of little value.
What this investigation makes clear is that it is a record's content and context
that determines whether a record is transitory, rather than its form.

This investigation uncovered major issues that require immediate action. In order
to address the very serious issues uncovered in this report, I have recommended
that government make a technical fix to stop employees from permanently
deleting emails. I have also called for mandatory training in records
management, including training on what is a transitory record and what is not, to
ensure that employees follow correct processes when responding to access to
information requests.



Investigation Report F1 5-03 - Access Denied: Records Retention and Disposal

Practices of the Government of British Columbia 4

Government is well advised to introduce a legislated duty to document its key
actions and decisions as well as oversight of information management and
destruction of records, with sanctions for non-compliance.

Elizabeth Denham

Information and Privacy Commissioner for British Columbia



Investigation Report F1 6-03 - Access Denied: Records Retentionand Disposal
Practices of the Government of British Columbia 5

Executive Summary

This investigation report examines three access to information requests that raise
significant questions about whether government is responding openly, accurately
and completely to access requests made by citizens as required by s. 6(1) of the
Freedom of Information and Protection ofPrivacy Act ("FIPPA").

The investigation began when a former employee in the Office of the Minister of
Transportation and Infrastructure filed a complaint with this office alleging that an
employee of that office wilfully deleted email records that were potentially
responsive to an access to information request received in November 2014.

Subsequently, the Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner ("OIPC")
received information about possible irregularities in relation to two other access
requests. The first concerned the Ministry of Advanced Education ("AVED") and
the second the Office of the Premier. The Commissioner expanded the
investigation to encompass these additional matters.

In examining these three cases, the OIPC engaged the Investigations and
Forensics Unit from the Ministry of Technology, Innovation and Citizens' Services
("MTICS"). The OIPC also retained its own forensic expert in order to preserve,
restore and examine computer devices and email account backups.

Ministry OF Transportationand Infrastructure Access Request

OIPC Investigators examined two aspects of an access request made on
November 19, 2014, concerning missing women along Highway 16 / the.Highway
of Tears and, in particular, records about the meetings held by the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure ("MOTI") on this issue in June and July of 2014.

With regard to the processing of the access request, the investigation found that
MOTI contravened its duty to assist under s. 6(1) of FIPPA by interpreting the
applicant's request too narrowly and failing to clarify the nature of the records the
applicant was seeking.

The OIPC's review of this access request also examined former Executive
Assistant Tim Duncan's allegation that Ministerial Assistant George Gretes
wilfully deleted emails from Duncan's email account that were potentially
responsive to the request. Gretes denied Duncan's allegations.
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Practices of the Government of British Columbia 6

To assist the investigation, the 01PC requested that government restore
Duncan's email account for October and November 2014. Government advised
the OIPC that it could not recover those accounts because it did not back them

up when its email infrastructure was migrated in 2014 - an oversight not
discovered until February 2015. The lack of monthly email account backups was
a significant limitation in this investigation.

After multiple interviews under oath and a careful review of all available forensic
evidence, the Commissioner found Duncan's evidence and testimony to be
credible, and found it is more likely than not that Gretes deleted emails on
Duncan's computer that may have been responsive to the access request.

After initially testifying under oath that he did not engage in the practise of "triple
deleting" emails, George Gretes ultimately admitted that he did in fact engage in
this practice.

The Commissioner has referred this case to the RCMP for investigation,
including Gretes' failure to tell the truth under oath.

Ministry ofAdvanced Education Access Request

The second access request in this investigation was made to AVED on July 21,
2014 for emails between the Minister's Chief of Staff and the Minister. The Chief

of Staff did not produce any responsive records in the processing of this request.
However, the Minister produced a large number of records that AVED released.

Upon examination of the monthly backup of the Chief of Staffs email account,
OIPC investigators found that the Chief of Staff had approximately 20 responsive
emails in his account at the time of the request that he did not produce. The
Chief of Staffs explanation for why he did not produce these emails
demonstrated, at best, a negligent search for responsive records.

As a result, the Commissioner found AVED contravened its duty under s. 6(1) of
FIPPA to make every reasonable effort to respond without delay to the applicant
openly, accurately and completely regarding the July 21, 2014 access request.

Office of the Premier Access Request

The third access request investigated in this report was made on November 20,
2014 to the Office of the Premier. The request was for all outgoing email from the
Premier's Deputy Chief of Staff between November 3 to 6 and November 17
to 20, 2014.
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Practices of the Government of British Columbia 7

The OIPC's review found that the verbal process for processing access to
information requests used by the Executive Branch of the Office of the Premier
resulted in a systemic delay and a loss of potentially responsive records. The
Commissioner found that this process was a contravention of the Office of the
Premier's duty under s. 6(1) of FIPPA.

The proper identification of records as transitory or not transitory is an important
access to information issue. The Deputy Chief of Staffs broad interpretation of
transitory records resulted in the permanent deletion of almost all emails she sent
in the course of her work. As a result, the Commissioner found that the Office of
the Premier contravened its duty under s. 6(1) of FIPPA regarding the
November 20, 2014 access request.

The Commissioner has recommended that the Executive Branch of the Office of

the Premier change its process for access to information requests, to ensure it
handles requests in a timely manner and there is a written record of how each
request is processed.

Restoring Public Confidence

This report recommends technical updates to stop employees from permanently
deleting emails and ensure government retains a lasting record of email
accounts. It also recommends mandatory records management training to all
employees, including how to properly determine whether a record is transitory,
and training to ensure proper retention and destruction of records.

Government should also implement legislative changes, including a duty to
document the key actions and decisions of government, and oversight over
record destruction with penalties for non-compliance.

The Commissioner, in this investigation, came to five findings and made 11
recommendations.
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1.0 Background

1J ilNTRODUGTIQN

Democracy depends on accountable government. Citizens have the right to know
how their government works and how decisions are made. The Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy Act ("FIPPA") enshrines this right,
promoting openness, transparency and above all accountability of government
activities.

Citizens can only exercise access rights when proper record keeping and
retention is followed and the law providing access to records is respected. This
requires that government:

• appropriately create records;

• understand and respect the distinction between a transitory record and a
non-transitory record;

• preserve all records that are potentially relevant to an access request
once the request is received;

• respond in an open, accurate and complete manner to access requests;
and

• dispose of records only where there is legal authority to do so.

In this investigation, my office examined three specific access to information
requests where the allegations raised questions as to the integrity of access to
information in British Columbia. Are records properly retained by government
employees? Is government producing all records in its custody or under Its
control that are potentially responsive to access requests? Are some government
employees being prevented from producing potentially relevant records?

This investigation began with an allegation, made on May 27, 2015, that an
employee within the Office of the Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure
("MOTI") wilfully destroyed potentially responsive records to an access to
information request received in November 2014.

The access request concerned meetings held by MOTI in June and July of 2014
relating to the issue of missing women on Highway 16 / the Highway of Tears.
The Highway of Tears is a stretch of approximately 720 kilometres along
Highway 16 between Prince George and Prince Rupert on which a significant
number of women have tragically disappeared.
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While this investigation began with an allegation concerning the Minister's Office,
we were already examining a complaint from the applicant concerning how MOTI
handled the request.

On May 29, 2015,1 informed the Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure
that my office would examine both the alleged destruction of records and MOTI's
overall processing of the access request.

I expanded the scope of my investigation to include two additional access
requests that were brought fonA/ard which raised issues about the retention and
disposal of records under FIPPA. On June 26, 2015,1 notified the Minister of
Technology, Innovation and Citizens' Services ("MTICS") of the expanded scope
of my investigation.

While this Investigation Report is a detailed examination of these three access
requests, I did not intend it to be a full review of all government's access to
information practices. Given the seriousness of the allegations under
examination here, there was a need to answer the questions expeditiously.
Nonetheless, the matters examined in this report, covering two ministerial offices
and the Office of the Premier, allow me to draw a number of conclusions about
government access to information processes.

As is stated in s. 3(1), FIPPA "applies to all records in the custody or under the
control of a public body." This investigation specifically deals with government
ministry records that are, or may be, the subject of access to information
requests. The definition of "public body" in Schedule 1 of FIPPA includes a
"ministry of the Government of British Columbia." Further, the Minister's Office is
part of a ministry. As a result, FIPPA applies.

As the Information and Privacy Commissioner for British Columbia, I have a
statutory mandate to monitor the compliance of public bodies with FIPPA to
ensure the law's purposes are achieved. The purposes, as stated in s. 2(1) of
FIPPA, include making public bodies more accountable by giving the public a
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right of access to records. Under s. 42(1 )(a) of FIPPA, I have the power to
conduct Investigations to ensure compliance with FIPPA. Under s. 42(1 )(f),
I have the authority to comment on the implications for access to information of
programs or activities of public bodies.

I will outline how we investigated the matters that form the basis of this report,
including the tools my investigators drew upon in this process.

/NTERV/EWS

The allegations against MOTI and other ministries that gave rise to this
investigation are of a serious nature and necessitated conducting many of our
interviews under oath with a court reporter present.

With respect to the processing of the MOTI access request, my investigators
interviewed two representatives from Information Access Operations ("lAO"), the
central government body within MTICS that processes access requests for
government ministries, two representatives from MOTI that were involved in the
processing of the access request from within the Ministry and a senior
government official from MOTI who was involved in the decision-making
regarding the release of records for the request.

My investigators also met with the applicant who made the original access
request that gave rise to the alleged destruction of records so as to fully
understand the nature of the request as well as how it was processed from the
applicant's perspective.

With respect to the allegations of the deletion of records within the Minister's
Office at MOTI, the individual who made the allegation of destruction of records
as well as the individual who was alleged to have destroyed the records were
twice interviewed. We also interviewed the three other individuals who worked in
the Minister's Office at the time the alleged events occurred. In addition, we
questioned two staff members of the Office of the Premier who spoke with the
person who allegedly deleted the records on the day the allegation first became
public.

As part of our investigation into the two other access requests, my investigators
interviewed individuals under oath who we believed had key knowledge of the
material matters.
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Computer Hard Drives

My Investigators also seized computers of relevant individuals within MOTI so
that those computers could be forensically examined as part of the investigation.

Understanding Government Information Systems

Most of the matters considered in this investigation report concern the
destruction or existence of certain records. It was therefore necessary to
determine if these records, or information about them, could be recovered. For
this reason, I asked for and received the assistance of the Investigations and
Forensics Unit of MTICS, whose mandate is responsibility for government's
collection and interpretation of electronic evidence. I also retained my own
computer forensics expert to assist in this matter.

To understand what tools were available to my office in this investigation, it is
necessary to explain how certain aspects of the government information system
works.

Employee Email Accounts

The email accounts of every government employee reside on 24 exchange
servers that are in two locations. HP Advanced Solutions ("HPAS") operate
these on the province's behalf. An employee's email account includes his or her
calendar, mailbox, folders, email messages as well as any attachments and
deleted messages that have not been permanently deleted from the system. I will
explain later in the report how emails can be permanently deleted.

HPAS backs up all of this account information according to directions given to it
by Messaging Services, a division within the Office of the Chief Information
Officer of MTICS. This means that HPAS is responsible for backing up exactly
what is in the employee's account at defined intervals.

Daily Backup

Messaging Services has directed HPAS to do two kinds of backups. The first is a
daily backup, which involves copying the email accounts of all government
employees to an HPAS server once a day and storing it for 31 days before it is
deleted. The main purpose of this daily backup is to enable government to
reconstruct its email system in the event that one or both of the government
servers should suffer a failure. Some data created or received since the previous
backup might be lost during a catastrophic server failure, but government would
have at its disposal very current data to restore its system.
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Monthly Backup

In addition to the daily backup, HPAS also copies every employee's email
account once a month and stores that data on an HPAS server for a minimum of

13 months. The purpose of this backup is for investigative and legal purposes.
The 13-month period can be extended, if necessary, for either investigative
and/or legal purposes. No one is authorized to destroy daily or monthly backups
before the regularly planned retention expiry date.

Restoring the Backup

The critical matters investigated in this report occurred more than 31 days after
they were drawn to my office's attention. As a result, daily backups no longer
existed. Where it was necessary to locate and retrieve email account information,
I had to rely on the monthly email account backups. This is the first time my office
has taken the step of requesting monthly backup data.

My staff had numerous meetings with the Investigations and Forensics Unit to
assist in our understanding of what we could expect to extract from the backup
system. We also requested that the Deputy Minister for MTICS provide a written
response to various questions we had regarding backup systems for reasons
explained later in this report. In addition, we received a written response to
further questions we had on this issue from HPAS who, as I have described
earlier, delivers data management and storage services to government.

Message Tracking Logs

Government has configured its information systems to capture another sliver of
information relating to employee email accounts - a message tracking log. The
tracking log keeps a limited amount of information related to every email sent or
received by employees. The log records the sender, receiver and subject line of
every email that flows through the exchange database system; however it does
not retain the email itself or whether the email was deleted. We requested
message tracking logs for certain aspects of this investigation.

Mailbox Metadata

Government also keeps other information about the emails that flow through its
system which I will refer to as mailbox metadata.

The mailbox metadata records the number of megabytes ("MB") of data found
collectively in the employee's mailbox, including the Inbox, Sent Items folder and
Deleted Items folders as well as a separate statistic of the MB of data in an
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employee's Recover Deleted Items folder. This data Is compiled in a report on a
nightly basis.

The mailbox metadata proved important to this investigation. To understand its
importance, it is necessary to explain the steps an individual can take to delete
emails from government's system.

How Emails are Deleted

When a government employee deletes an email from his or her Inbox, Sent Items
folder or a custom created folder, it normally moves to the Deleted Items folder.

How long an email remains in the Deleted Items folder varies among employees.
Some employees have their account configured so that emails remain in this
folder until the employee takes further action to remove it. Others have settings
whereby the Deleted Items folder is automatically expunged when the user shuts
his or her device down, generally at the end of the workday. Still others have
settings that allow for the retention of email in the Deleted Items folder for a set
amount of time (14 days, for example).

Whatever the case, when an email is expunged from the Deleted Items folder,
this is referred to as a "double delete". Every employee must ultimately double
delete emails because system administrators restrict the capacity of an
employee's mailbox. Emails within the Deleted Items folder (together with emails
in their Inbox, Sent Items folder or custom created folder) count against such
storage. Once an employee double deletes items, these items no longer count
against that individual's storage.

When items are double deleted, they do not immediately disappear from the
employee's email account. Double deleted items move to the Recover Deleted
Items folder. Government has configured employee accounts to keep emails in
the Recover Deleted Items folder for up to 14 days. During this period an
employee can recover that email and return it to their Inbox if, for example, an
email is accidentally deleted. Ifemails are not recovered within 14 days, the
system is configured to automatically delete them. Ifthose emails were not
previously copied during a dailyor monthly backup they will be permanently lost.

While government's current configuration provides for emails to remain in the
Recover Deleted Items folder for up to 14 days, an employee can shorten that
time by opening the folder and manually deleting an email or emails at any time.
Some employees refer to this as a "triple delete". Triple deleting an email
completely expunges it from the government system, unless itwas captured by a
daily or monthly backup.
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2.0 Issues Identified

The issues in this investigation are:

1. In the processing of the access request, did MOT! fulfill its duty to make
every reasonable effort to respond without delay to the applicant openly,
accurately and completely regarding the November 19, 2014 access
request about Highway 16 /the Highway of Tears? [s. 6(1) of FIPPA]

2. With respect to the allegations made about the destruction of potentially
responsive records, did MOTI fulfill its duty to make every reasonable
effort to respond without delay to the applicant openly, accurately and
completely regarding the November 19, 2014 access request about
Highway 16/the Highway of Tears? [s. 6(1) of FIPPA]

Did AVED fulfill its duty to make every reasonable effort to respond
without delay to the applicant openly, accurately and completely regarding
the July 21, 2014 access request for emails between the Minister's Chief
of Staff and the Minister? [s. 6(1) of FIPPA]

4. With respect to the processing of access requests by the Executive
Branch, does the Office of the Premier fulfill its duty to make every
reasonable effort to respond without delay to applicants openly, accurately
and completely? [s. 6(1) of FIPPA]

Did the Office of the Premier fulfill its duty to make every reasonable effort
to respond without delay to the applicant openly, accurately and
completely regarding the November 20, 2014 access request for the
outgoing emails of the Deputy Chief of Staff? [s. 6(1) of FIPPA]
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3.0 Section 6(1) of FIPPA

Section 6(1) of FIPPA sets out the duty to assist applicants that applies to a
public body's handling of access to information requests. Section 6(1) states:

6(1) The head of a public body must make every reasonable effort to
assist applicants and to respond without delay to each applicant
openly, accurately and completely.

The wording of s. 6(1) is clear and instructive of what is required by public
bodies. The public body "must make every reasonable effort to assist applicants"
in order to establish that it has conducted an adequate search. This includes
responding "without delay to each applicant openly, accurately and completely."

Numerous orders issued by this office have dealt with a public body's obligation
to search for records.^ Whatthese orders establish is that s. 6(1) of FIPPA does
not impose a standard of perfection or require a public body to establish with
absolute certainty that records do not exist. However, a public body must be able
to show that its search efforts have been thorough and comprehensive, and that
it has explored all reasonable avenues to locate records and to assist applicants.

When considering the duty to assist, an important element in the context of this
investigation is whether a public body has obtained sufficient clarification of the
parameters of a request from the applicant. In interpreting s. 6(1), former
Commissioner David Loukidelis stated:

This does not mean I agree that, where there is some doubt about the
precise parameters of an individual access request, a public body should,
or is entitled to, interpret the request strictly and not seek any further
clarification from the applicant. The duty to assist may well - in
appropriate cases - require a public body to ensure it understands clearly
what information an applicant seeks, including by contacting the applicant
where practicable, in order to clarifythe request.

This is particularlythe case where an overly narrow interpretation of a request
will deprive applicants of records they would otherwise receive.

The requirement to perform an adequate search for records is part of the duty to
assist. "Record" is defined broadly in FIPPA to include "books, documents, maps,
drawings, photographs, letters, vouchers, papers and any other thing on which
information is recorded or stored by graphic, electronic, mechanical or other

^See, for example. Order F07-12, [2007] B.C.I.P.C.D. No 17, Order 00-32, [2000] B.C.I.P.C.D.
No. 35 and Order 00-26, [2000] B.C.I.P.C.D. No. 29.
^See p. 5 ofOrder 00-33 at httDs://www.oiDC.bc.ca/orders/605.
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means, but does not include a computer program or any other mechanism that
produces records".

Public bodies must produce all responsive records in existence at the time an
access request is received. Deliberately refusing to produce responsive records
or deleting responsive records in response to a request is a clear violation of
s. 6(1).

The requirement to search for potentially responsive emails is an issue that
arises in the three access requests examined in this investigation. The duty to
assist involves searching for emails in a thorough manner, including in the Inbox,
the Sent Items folder and any folders custom created by the user.

The extent to which this duty also includes retrieving emails that have already
been deleted is very important to this investigation. As such, we must consider
how this duty applies to emails in the Deleted Items folder, emails in the Recover
Deleted Items folder and emails that exist in government backup systems.

This issue has been considered, at least in part, by previous orders ofthis office.^
The obligation these orders place on public bodies is to search for deleted emails
that are retrievable without excessive efforts.

Emails in an employee's Deleted Items folder must be searched as part of any
access request because emails in this folder are readily retrievable by performing
an automated search.

Emails that an employee has deleted from his or her Deleted Items folder and
moved to the Recover Deleted Items folder are records that may be responsive
to an access request. However, it will only be necessary to do such a search of
the Recover Deleted Items folder in instances where there is a reasonable belief
that this folder may contain responsive records. The reason for this is that unlike
the mailbox folders, there is no capacity within Microsoft Outlook to do an
automated search of the Recover Deleted Items folder.

With respect to a public body's obligation to restore and search email accounts or
records backed up by HPAS for government, the position of my office is that,
under ordinary circumstances, the duty to assist does not require such a search.
For a typical access request, retrieving backed up data is too costly and time-
consuming an exercise to be considered reasonable.

®See Order No. 73-1995, [1995] B.C.I.P.C.D. No. 46; Order No. 121-1996, 1996 CanLII 755
(BO IPG): Order No. 198-1997, [1997] B.C.I.P.C.D. No. 59; and Order 02-25, [2002] B.C.I.P.C.D.
No. 25.
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In exceptional circumstances, however, an applicant may be able to overcome
the presumption that a public body need not search the backup system where he
or she can provide substantive evidence to demonstrate that responsive records
likely exist there. Such evidence must be more than mere speculation.

4.0 Government's Process for Access to

Information Requests

To fully understand the context for this investigation, it is necessary to explain
how core government processes access to information requests. Fundamental to
this understanding is the role lAO plays in processing such requests.

lAO is a branch of MTICS that is primarily responsible for processing all access
to information requests received by government. lAO was formed in 2009, under
the then Ministry of Labour and Citizens' Services, to centralize government's
processing of access to information requests. Although the formation of lAO
centralized the processing, the head of each ministry remains responsible for
compliance with FIPPA. The purpose of centralization was to provide consistent,
efficient access to government records.

Citizens who request government records must do so in writing, either on paper
or through an online form. lAO's Intake Services receives these requests. lAO
assigns each request to an analyst who ascertains the substance of the request
and, where necessary, clarifies the response with the applicant. Where the
ministry that is the subject of the access request does not have its own access
coordinator, the lAO analyst identifies the appropriate program area that has, or
would have, custody and control of the requested records within a ministry. The
analyst requests the records from the program area and monitors legislated
timelines and response requirements. Where the ministry has its own access
coordinator, the only change is that the lAO analyst communicates with this
person, who subsequently communicates with the relevant program areas.
According to lAO, just over half of the ministries have their own access
coordinator.

If the government program area finds records relevant to the access request, the
lAO analyst reviews the records to ensure that they are responsive to the
substance of the request, and that disclosure is compliant with FIPPA. The
analyst works with program area staff within the ministry to recommend the
severing of information they believe is subject to exceptions to disclosure under
FIPPA prior to releasing the records to the requesting party. It is the delegated
head of each ministry who ultimately decides whether to approve the
recommended severing.
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The lAO analyst then communicates the results of the ministry's search to the
applicant and closes the file.

It is important to note that once a public body receives an access to information
request, it must keep all records, including both transitory and non-transitory
records,"^ in its custodyor under its control. If these records are responsive, the
public body must produce them unless specific exemptions to disclosure under
FIPPA apply.

5.0 Specific Access Requests Examined

This investigation considers two distinct matters related to the Highway 16/
Highway of Tears access request. The first is an assessment of the overall
processing of the request from the time MOTI received it until the time that it
ultimately disclosed some records. The second is a specific assessment of the
allegation that an employee in the Minister's Office destroyed potentially
responsive emails to the November 20, 2014 access request. In both cases the
central issue is whether there was compliance with s. 6(1) of FIPPA.

Through interviews of various government employees and my office's review of
documents, we established the following chronology of key events relating to the
November 2014 access request to MOTI regarding Highway 16 / the Highway of
Tears. This chronology is the basis for my analysis of MOTI's compliance with
s. 6(1) of FIPPA.

Chronology

June - July 2014: Representatives from MOTI engaged in face-to-face
meetings with over 80 community and First Nation leaders. Their goal was to
garner a first-hand understanding of existing transportation services and
challenges along the Highway 16 corridor from Prince George to Prince Rupert
and to provide practical and affordable solutions to these challenges.

The "Highway of Tears" is approximately 720 kilometres along Highway 16
between Prince George and Prince Rupert. Over past decades, a significant
number of women have tragically disappeared along this stretch of highway.
Many of these women were presumed to be hitchhiking at the time of their
disappearance, due to a perceived lack of transportation options.

^The distinction between transitory and non-transitory records isset outat p.46ofthis report.
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Two senior officials from MOT!, including an Assistant Deputy Minister ("ADM"),
conducted the meetings, accompanied by four other MOTI employees. On one
day, meetings also included one employee of the Office of the Premier.

November 17, 2014: Parliamentary Secretary Darryl Plecas stated the following
in the Legislative Assembly:

"... I'm therefore certain the member will welcome the news that in June

and July of this year, staff at the Transportation Ministry travelled along
Highway 16 corridor and held face-to-face discussions with over 80
communities. They met with 12 First Nations. They spoke with 13
different municipalities and regional districts."^

November 19, 2014: An applicant submitted an access to information request to
lAO on behalf of MOTI stating:

"Pursuant to the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, I
request all government records that make reference to the issue of
missing women along Highway 16/the Highway of Tears and specifically
including records related to meetings held by the ministry on this issue.
The time frame for my request is May 15 to November 19, 2014."

The applicant also included the above-noted quote from Parliamentary Secretary
Darryl Plecas in the Legislative Assembly on November 17, 2014.

Later that same day, lAO sent the access request to MOTI's access to
information coordinator.

November 20, 2014: MOTI's access to information coordinator sent the request,
including the quote from Darryl Plecas, to all program area contacts within MOTI
requesting that they search for responsive records. These program area contacts
were tasked with sending the request to individuals within their group. They sent
the request to the Minister's Office, including to the Executive Assistant and the
Ministerial Assistant.

The Executive Assistant alleged that on this date the Ministerial Assistant deleted
potentially responsive emails to the access request from the Executive
Assistant's email account. The Ministerial Assistant denied the allegations.

®See p. 5313of httD://www.lea.bc.ca/hansard/40th3rd/20141117am-Hansard-v17n8.htm#5313.
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November 25, 2014: MOTI's access to information coordinator followed up by
email with the Ministry's program area contacts regarding the access to
information request. In this email the following distinction was drawn:

Note that this applicant is specifically requesting records that "make
reference to the issue of missing women along Highway 16". If your
records don't reference the issue of missing women along this highway
and are about transportation planning and options etc. then your records
may not be responsive. Ifyou have questions, please contact me.

The assistant to the ADM who led the meetings in June - July 2014 along
Highway 16 responded that the ADM advised that"... we do not have any
records that make reference directly to the issue of missing women along
Highway 16."

November - December 2014: MOTI located 36 pages of documents that were
potentially responsive to the access request. Among these records were briefing
notes, various handwritten pages and a document created by the Ministry of
Justice.

MOTI worked with lAO to sever the documents by applying exceptions to access
as is allowed under ss. 12 - 22.1 of FIPPA.

December 16, 2014: lAO sent a letter to the applicant informing her that MOTI
was taking a time extension to consult with the Ministry of Justice as to whether a
particular record created by the Ministry of Justice was, in fact, responsive.

February 3, 2015: After reviewing the document, the Ministry of Justice decided
that it was not responsive and recommended that it be removed. MOTI agreed
and these pages were removed from the package of potentially responsive
records.

February 12-16, 2015: IAO asked for, and ultimately received, a second time
extension from the applicant after letting the applicant know that there were
"some notes that require transcribing" and the "file needs additional time to
undergo the sign-off process".

February 19, 2015: MOTI communicated to lAO that the records originally
considered potentially responsive were, in fact, not responsive. MOTI
subsequently changed their response to "no responsive records". MOTI informed
lAO that "Those involved directly with the meetings have advised that the topic of
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the meetings with [MOT!] were on the topic of transportation options and
community needs."

The ADM for MOT!, who was also the government lead in the June - July 2014
meetings along Highway 16, ultimately decided that the 36 pages of records
were not responsive to the access request. The Deputy Minister for MOTI signed
a form approving the no responsive records reply.

February 20, 2015: lAO sent a letter to the applicant stating that "no records
were located in response to your request." The applicant responded by email to
lAO asking how the request did not produce any records after MOTI took two
time extensions.

February 25, 2015: The Official Opposition raised questions in the Legislative
Assembly about MOTI producing no documents in response to this access
request. On the same date, emails were sent within MOTI about re-processing
the access request.

March 3, 2015: The applicant made a complaint to my office that MOTI had not
fulfilled its duty to "openly, accurately and completely respond" under s. 6(1) of
FIPPA. Later that day, IAO released three severed briefing notes to the applicant,
most of which were not part of the 36 pages originally identified as responsive.

May 27, 2015: My office received a letter from the former Executive Assistant
dated May 18, 2015 setting out his allegations.

May 28, 2015: The Official Opposition raised the former Executive Assistant's
allegations in the Legislative Assembly during Question Period.

May 29, 2015: My office wrote the Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure
announcing that we were investigating the allegations regarding the
November 19, 2014 access request to MOTI regarding Highway 16/the Highway
of Tears.
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5.1 iTHEiPtoGESSiNG DF ITHj iNiVEMiElffJItjHlGHWAY ifeliigWAY

Issue: In the processing of the access request, did MOTI fulfill its
duty to make every reasonable effort to respond without delay
to the applicant openly, accurately and completely regarding
the November 19, 2014 access request about Highway 16/the
Highway of Tears? [s. 6(1) of FIPPA]

Evidence RE Processing ofRequestbytAOand MOT!

In assessing government's overall handling of the November 19, 2014 access
request, a key question is why lAO told the applicant that responsive records
existed when a "no responsive records" response would be issued less than a
week later. The lAO and MOTI employees involved in processing this request
said that they were not aware of any other instance where records were deemed
non-responsive at this late stage of processing a file.

Interviews with MOTI employees disclosed that this change was the result of a
difference of opinion among those Ministry employees as to what the access
request was about.

Some of the individuals we interviewed acknowledged that the distinction drawn
by MOTI executive between meetings about "missing women" and meetings
about "transportation options and community needs" was not clear, while others
felt there was a justification for a change to a "no responsive records" reply.

The ADM for MOTI was primarily responsible for the June and July 2014
meetings along the Highway 16 corridor and the person who ultimately decided
on February 19, 2015 that the 36 pages of identified records were not
responsive. Her evidence to my investigators was that she was "shocked" to find
out after the February 20, 2015 "no responsive records" letter was issued that
two time extensions had been taken on the request and that the applicant had
already been informed of the existence of responsive records.

In response to questions raised in the Legislative Assembly by the Official
Opposition on February 25, 2015, the Deputy Minister and the ADM for MOTI
directed staff to release records to the applicant. The ADM stated to my
investigators that given how the request had been handled, the applicant
deserved a response and MOTI felt compelled to provide briefing notes that it
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had created. The ADM stated that there was no discussion of providing the 36
records that had originally been identified as potentially responsive to the access
request.

My investigators asked the ADM to clarify whether there were different meetings
than those quoted by the applicant in the access request that took place between
June and July of 2014 along the Highway 16 corridor. The ADM stated that there
were not different meetings, but the meetings were not about the issue of
"missing women", but instead were about "transportation options". The ADM
stated that while "missing women" may have been infrequently mentioned at
these meetings, it was not the main theme. MOTI's access to information
coordinator also made this distinction in a November 25, 2014 email to the
Ministry program areas.

My investigators' review of the 36 pages of potentially responsive records
indicated that the records noted by the lAO analyst as requiring "transcribing"
were actually handwritten notes that required further review and severing. The
lAO analyst acknowledged that he had inappropriately used the word
"transcribing".

Anal rs/s ofDuty toAssistreProcessing ofRequest

In considering MOTI and lAO's processing of the November 2014 access request
regarding Highway 16 / the Highway of Tears, I will first restate the wording of the
request. The applicant's November 19, 2014 request states:

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy
Act, I request all government records that make reference to the
issue of missing women along Highway 16/the Highway of Tears
and specifically including records related to meetings held by the
ministry on this issue. The time frame for my request is May 15 to
November 19, 2014.

For reference, this was the statement made by Parliamentary
Secretary Darryl Plecas on November 17, 2014 in the House:

I'm therefore certain the member will welcome the news that in

June and July of this year, staff at the Transportation Ministry
travelled along Highway 16 corridor and held face-to-face
discussions with over 80 communities. They met with 12 First
Nations. They spoke with 13 different municipalities and
regional districts. (Hansard)
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The "no responsive records" response stems from a distinction made by MOT!
that the June and July 2014 meetings the applicant referenced were not about
"missing women", but were instead about "transportation options". This distinction
was drawn both by MOTI's access to information coordinator in an email to the
Ministry program areas, and by the ADM who led the meetings and ultimately
decided that the 36 pages initially identified by MOTI were not responsive to the
applicant's request.

I believe MOTI took an unreasonably narrow view of the applicant's request. The
applicant requested records related to a series of meetings that took place in
June and July 2014 along Highway 16. While noting that the meetings were
about "missing women", the applicant provides a great deal of context to enable
MOTI to identify the meetings referred to by the applicant.

In processing the request, it appears that MOTI fully understood what meetings
the applicant was referring to. Despite the narrow interpretation applied by the
ADM and MOTI's access to information coordinator, 36 pages of records were
produced. Some of those records referenced "missing women". In addition,
government's own internal discussions make the connection between "missing
women" and the lack of "transportation options" regarding the highway. In the
circumstances, the wording of the applicant's access request should have been
sufficient to consider these 36 pages as responsive.

It is difficult to understand how MOTI could have doubted that the applicant
would be interested in any records relating to these meetings. Nonetheless,
before MOTI made any distinction between the meetings being about .
"transportation options" or "missing women", lAO should have contacted the
applicant to clarifythe request. The duty to assist an applicant under s. 6(1) of
FIPPA requires such clarification where appropriate.

Further, prior to MOTI's ADM making a determination that the 36 pages of
records were not responsive, lAO had informed the applicant that responsive
records existed. MOTI had taken two time extensions in the processing of this
request, including one where lAO told the applicant that handwritten notes
existed.

The ADM's evidence to my investigators that she was unaware of key facts about
this access request prior to making the decision to not release records
demonstrates an unacceptable breakdown in communication regarding MOTI's
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handling of this access request,
complete.

The response was not open, accurate or

I find that the Ministry of Transportation and infrastructure contravened its
duty to assist under s. 6(1) of FIPPA by interpreting the applicant's request
narrowly and failing to clarify the nature of the records being sought in the
November 2014 access to information request regarding Highway 16 /the
Highway of Tears.

5.2

RECOMMENDATION 1:

The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure should release
the 36 pages of records initially identified as responsive to the
applicant's access request, with severing as allowed under FIPPA,
made on November 19, 2014 for:

"... all government records that make reference to the issue
of missing women along Highway 16 / the Highway of Tears
and specifically including records related to meetings held by
the ministry on this issue, the time frame for my request is
May 15 to November 19, 2014."

Issue: With respect to the allegation made about the destruction of
potentially responsive records, did MOTi fulfill its duty to make
every reasonable effort to respond without delay to the
applicant openly, accurately and completely regarding the
November 19, 2014 access request about Highway 16/ the
Highway of Tears? [s. 6(1) of FIPPA]

I have explained that when lAO received the applicant's Highway 16/the Highway
of Tears access request on November 19, 2014, they emailed it the same day to.

31
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among others, the MOTI's access to information coordinator. The following day,
November 20, 2014, that coordinator relayed the request by email to four
individuals in the Minister's Office - the Minister's Chief of Staff, his
Administrative Coordinator, Ministerial Assistant George Gretes and Executive
Assistant Tim Duncan. What occurred next is in dispute.

Tim Duncan's Evidence

When the Highway 16/Highway of Tears request was received in the Minister's
Office, Tim Duncan had been the Minister's Executive Assistant for about one
month. Prior to this time he had worked for a number of years as a political aide
in Alberta and in Ottawa.

Duncan believed he did a search of his mailbox in response to the request about
midday or 1:00 p.m. on November 20, 2014. He said he searched his Inbox for
the term "Highway of Tears", but was not sure whether he searched his Sent
Items or Deleted Items folders. He is certain he didn't search other files on his
computer for responsive records. Duncan said his search query generated 12-20
responses. He did not open any of them.

Duncan said he quickly alerted Ministerial Assistant George Gretes to his search
results. Gretes worked in an adjoining office a few metres away and, as a new
employee, Duncan understood he was to make Gretes aware when he had
potentially responsive records. This was the first time he had received a request
where a search revealed potentially responsive records.

Duncan said that Gretes came over to his desk and took a quick look at what the
search had yielded. He described Gretes as "not being too happy" Duncan had
records. Without opening any of the displayed email summaries, Duncan said
that Gretes told him, "You got to get rid of these."

Duncan said he hesitated, at which point he said Gretes took his keyboard away
and moved it near the corner of Duncan's desk. Duncan said he watched Gretes

use Duncan's keyboard and mouse to move the searched items to the Deleted
Items folder, delete the items from the Deleted Items folder, locate them in the
Recover Deleted Items folder and delete them there; i.e. performing a "triple
deletion". He recalled Gretes then saying "Hey, you don't need to worry about
this anymore, it's done." Duncan said he was not happy about this, but did not
say anything to Gretes.

Duncan told my investigators that staff commonly "triple deleted" emails in the
Minister's Office and that Gretes had previously shown him how.
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Duncan did not know Ifanyone witnessed the Incident. He believed the only
possible person would have been the Administrative Coordinator who sat nearby,
but he was not sure she was at her desk.

Duncan said that on other occasions when he did a search In response to an
access request he would report the results by email to the Administrative
Coordinator. In this case, he did not report the result saying that he believed
Gretes would have done so on his behalf given what had happened.

Duncan did not talk to anyone about the Incident during the time he worked as an
Executive Assistant.

In early January 2015, Duncan resigned his position as Executive Assistant to
take a job as a researcher with the Liberal Caucus. He said the move followed
discussions with the Chief of Staff from MOTI and the Premier's Deputy Chief of
Staff about whether the role of Executive Assistant was appropriate for him. On
January 7, 2015, he wrote the following letter to the Premier's Deputy Chief of
Staff:

I would like to Inform you that I am resigning from my position as
Executive Assistant for the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure,
effective today.

Thank you for the opportunity to learn about the Ministry that I have had
during the past few months. I appreciate the support you provided me
during my time there.

If I can be of any help during the transition, please let me know.

Duncan said he did not discuss the alleged November 20,2014 Incident with
anyone during his tenure as a Caucus researcher. He did recall one occasion
where he said he voiced a general concern about how access to Information
requests were being handled by Ministers' Offices.

Duncan described a staff meeting where two people Including the Chief of Staff
of MOTI - his former supervisor - made a presentation about access to
Information responsibilities. After the meeting, Duncan said that four or five
people gathered to discuss the session. Including the Caucus Research Director.

Duncan said the Caucus Research Director asked what people thought of the
presentation. At some point during the conversation, Duncan said he told the
group that the presentation was hypocritical because the rules about how to
respond to an access to Information request as described In the presentation
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were not being followed in Ministers' offices. Duncan says he stopped short of
disclosing the allegation concerning Gretes because it likely would have resulted
in his termination.

In the middle of March 2015, Duncan said he was "let go" from his employment
with Liberal Caucus. He spent the better part of a month in Victoria before
returning to Alberta in April 2015. Duncan said it was on his return to Alberta that
he finally had time to consider and reflect on his employment experiences in
B.C., including the incident he described concerning Gretes. He said he
struggled with whether he should say something publicly about the incident.

Duncan said he determined that the role of the Information and Privacy
Commissioner was to consider matters like his, and then he began in "bits and
pieces" to draft a letter to my office in mid-April. He said he consulted no one on
the matter and drafted it without assistance.

When Duncan determined in May 2015 that he would ask my office to
investigate, he tried unsuccessfully to contact the Official Opposition in Victoria
through a friend in Alberta who knew an Opposition Caucus member. Duncan
then called an Official Opposition Member of the Legislative Assembly, who had
publicly expressed concerns about the Highway of Tears matter. He talked with
that Member the same day he sent a letter to my office. Duncan said he did not
completely understand how my office functioned and what the Commissioner's
powers were, and was worried his allegations would not be publicized ifsent to
this office alone.

Duncan said the Opposition did not make any suggestions or changes to his
letter to my office and promised only to be a conduit for media inquiries.

I received the letter on May 27, 2015, though itwas dated May 18,2015. Duncan
said that May 18 was probably the day the letter was originally formatted. The
letter was made public in the Legislative Assembly on May 28, 2015, the last day
of the spring legislative session.

Duncan said that he wanted to bring his allegations fonward sooner, but stated
that doing so while working for government would have been "career suicide",
especially given that he was a new employee.

Duncan also said that although he was unhappy with how he came to leave his
employment in British Columbia, he was not motivated by these circumstances
when he decided to make the allegations public.
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Duncan said he was motivated to bring attention to what he believed was a
culture in government of evading access to information - an accusation that he
focussed on politically-appointed staff. He was concerned about the Highway 16/
Highway of Tears access request and, in particular, with statements he heard

from government that everything in the case had been reported publicly. Duncan
did not believe this to be the case. He said he sympathized with the families of
the murdered and missing victims on the highway because his own father had
been murdered in a domestic incident in 2010.

Duncan said that even after he was moved into the Liberal Caucus in January
2015 and subsequently terminated in March 2015, he realized that bringing these
allegations forward would potentially have a negative impact on his ability to
secure future work in certain positions, but nonetheless believed the issue
important enough to make public.

George Gretes'Evidence

George Gretes was hired as MOTI's Ministerial Assistant in July 2014. He had
served prior to that time in the same capacity to the Minister of Finance for a
year.

George Gretes' evidence can be stated succinctly. He completely denied
Duncan's allegations with respect to events on November 20, 2014. To be clear,
his position is not that a different version of events took place. Instead, his
position is that no version of the events alleged by the Executive Assistant took
place at all.

Gretes said that, based on his general practice, he may have given Duncan a
"heads-up in passing" to make sure Duncan looked at the access request, but he
said that Duncan did not ask him for any assistance in respect of this request.

Gretes was unequivocal in his first interview that not only did he not triple delete
Duncan's emails, he had never triple deleted his own emails. He would not have
done so, he said, because he never found it appropriate in that it would not have
served any purpose.

Gretes explained that each employee is allotted a limited amount of computer
space to store emails. Emails that are located in the Inbox, Sent Items, and
Deleted Items folders all count against an employee's allotment of storage; data
that resides in the Recover Deleted Items folder does not.
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Gretes said he has respect for other people's space and would never put himself
in a position of taking control of a colleague's keyboard in an uninvited manner.
He said he would definitely remember taking a colleague's keyboard and he did
not in this instance.

Gretes said that the first he ever heard the allegation of his triple deleting
Duncan's emails was when the issue was raised in the Legislative Assembly by
the Official Opposition during Question Period on May 28, 2015.

At the time the allegation was raised in the Legislature, Gretes said he was in a
room with fellow government staff members watching Question Period. Shortly
after the allegations were raised, Gretes said he had a conversation with the
Premier's Communications Director, who was a short distance from him in the
room.

He said he told the Communications Director that the allegations were untrue, at
which point Gretes was sent back to his office.

Later that afternoon Gretes was called to a meeting with the Premier's Deputy
Chief of Staff, the Premier's Director of Executive Operations, and a member of
the Human Resources team. Gretes was informed that he was suspended with
pay until the matter was resolved. He is still on leave with pay as of the date of
the issuance of this report.

Gretes said he did not know why Duncan would allege what he did. He said he
considered Duncan a friend and was shocked by statements he made.

Evaluating the Evidence

Given the conflicting testimony of the witnesses in this matter it was necessary to
subject their evidence to further scrutiny.

Testing Tim Duncan'sallega tions

My investigators first sought to evaluate Tim Duncan's allegations by both
seeking out potential witnesses and looking to forensic evidence that would
prove or disprove his allegations.

Eyewitnesses

My investigators first asked whether anyone in the Minister's Office witnessed the
events Duncan had alleged. Itwas apparent from a visit to the Minister's Office
that only one staff member, the Administrative Coordinator, was likely in a
position to see anything because her desk was the only one with a clear sightline
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to Duncan's desk and was approximately 5 metres away. All of the other staff
members were in adjoining offices with separate doors or were seated around a
corner.

The Administrative Coordinator says that Gretes often visited at Duncan's desk
and sat alongside him facing the computer and providing assistance. She does
not remember whether or not Gretes was at Duncan's desk on November 20,
2014, and did not see Gretes take Duncan's keyboard or his mouse and use it at
any point.

The Administrative Coordinator also said she normally takes her lunch around
1:00 p.m. It is therefore possible she was out of the office at the time of the
alleged event. My investigators interviewed all other members of the Minister's
staff; none had witnessed what Duncan alleged, nor had they heard of the
allegations prior to them being made public on May 28, 2015.

Email Backup

We next turned to a review of government's monthly backup systems. My
investigators asked that Duncan's email accounts for October and November
2014 be restored from monthly backups.® The intention was to search both
accounts for the term "Highway of Tears", or other similar search terms, as
Duncan described and compare the results. The monthly November 2014
backup, in particular, would have been revealing because if it contained any
emails concerning Highway 16/the Highway of Tears predating Duncan's search
of November 20, 2014, it would have cast doubt on Duncan's claim that Gretes
had triple deleted them. On the other hand, if the November backup contained no
emails relating to the Highway of Tears, especially ones that existed in the
October backup, it would have lent some credence to Duncan's allegations.

When my investigators requested the monthly email backups from the
Investigations and Forensics Unit of MTICS, we were advised that monthly
backups did not exist for Duncan's account.

As I earlier outlined, HPAS is the service provider government contracts to back
up its digital information, including employee email accounts. While HPAS stores
the data, the Messaging Services branch of MTICS is responsible for telling
HPAS how often it must backup this information.

In June 2014, government initiated a migration of employee email boxes from the
2007 version of the Microsoft Exchange email service to the 2013 version. This
migration required a modified backup configuration. Messaging Services
instructed HPAS to do an hourly and daily backup throughout the migration

The daily backup system, with a retention period of 31 days, had long been deleted.
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process. They did not instruct HPAS to do a monthly backup. This is because
they believed the migration process would take less than a month and that hourly
and daily backup would be sufficient.

As it turned out, the entire migration process would take eight months. When the
process extended beyond June 2014, MTICS forgot to instruct HPAS to do
backups on a monthly basis. This meant that every government mailbox that
migrated onto the new system went without a monthly backup until all mailboxes
were migrated. Any daily backup that existed was expunged after 31 days. At its
peak, some 48,000 government mailboxes were without monthly email backups.

When the migration process was complete in January 2015, Messaging Services
directed HPAS to reapply the standard backup configuration that included
monthly backups. The net result was that, depending on when an email account
was migrated, computers would have been without email backup anywhere from
one to seven months.

Duncan's email account was already migrated to the new server when he began
work for the Minister's Office on October 14,2014. As a result, Duncan's account
was not backed up during the months of October and November, the very
months we sought to restore for this investigation.

No one in government or at HPAS realized the monthly backup error I have
described until February 5, 2015, when the Investigations and Forensics Unit, in
the course of an unrelated investigation, attempted to restore certain email
accounts from 2014 that had been migrated and were not backed up.

MTICS officials acknowledge that the failure to do monthly backups of email
accounts during the migration process was a serious oversight. Data has been
permanently lost that may be needed for a myriad of investigative purposes,
ranging from financial management matters to employee investigations. It would
have assisted this investigation.

RECOMMENDATION 2:

Government should develop a policy for all future data migrations
that requires at a minimum:

1. Hourly, daily and monthly backup of data;
2. Written directions to government's service provider with

respect to these backups; and
3. Government monitoring of the directions to ensure their

compliance.
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MTICS has advised me they are taking steps to carry out these
recommendations to ensure that proper backup will happen during the course of
any future migration of data.

Use OFMessage Tracking Logs

Duncan said his search for Highway of Tears emails resulted in 12-20 responses.
My investigators asked the Investigations and Forensics Unit to provide
government's message tracking logs for all of Duncan's emails prior to
November 21,2014. My investigators then looked for terms in the subject lines
of the emails such as "Highway of Tears" or "Highway 16".

This inquiry would not necessarily replicate Duncan's search of November 20,
2014, because his search for records would have also captured emails where the
search terms appeared in the body of the email and not just the subject line,
which is what the tracking log provides. In other words, Duncan's search might
have yielded more responsive emails than our search did. Nonetheless, we
conducted a search to see what results would emerge.

The query revealed six emails in his account predating his November 20, 2014
search. As explained earlier in this report, the tracking log does not note if the
email was deleted. While this does not confirm Duncan's evidence that there
were 12-20 emails in his mailbox responsive to his search, it is not inconsistent
with the evidence.

Duncan's Computer

My investigators also forensically examined Duncan's computer. Although it was
long after his termination and others had been assigned to use the device, we
were able to review aspects of Duncan's user activity. This search did not reveal
any evidence relating to Duncan's allegations. This was not especially surprising
because most activity undertaken involving email is on the government's
Exchange Server and would not be stored on the user's device.

MailboxMetada ta

Duncan alleged that Gretes triple deleted 12-20 emails from his mailbox on
November 20, 2014. He testified that the three stages of the deletion happened
in quick succession in front of him on that day. We looked for any evidence that
this occurred.
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One method of determining whether the triple deletion occurred in the way
Duncan described is to first review the size of an employee's mailbox (composed
of their Inbox, Sent Items, custom created folders and Deleted Items folders) on
consecutive days. If the total size of the mailbox diminishes from one day to the
next, it means that emails have been moved to the Recover Deleted Items folder,
in other words double deleted. If, on the same day, the volume of data found in
the Recover Deleted Items folder is less than the amount of data moved into the

folder from the employee mailbox, then we know at least some of the data has
been triple deleted.

With this in mind, we examined Duncan's mailbox metadata between
November 19 and November 20, 2014. We discovered that Duncan's mailbox
decreased in size from approximately 281MB to 220MB over the two-day period,
a deletion of about 61 MB of data. The 61 MB of deleted data should have been

found in his Recover Deleted Items folder on November 20, 2014, unless it was
expunged from the folder on the same day.

A review of Duncan's Recover Deleted Items folder revealed 0.79MB on

November 19 and only 0.76MB on November 20, 2014. The only conclusion we
can draw is that most, if not all, of Duncan's mailbox data that moved to his
Deleted Items folder and then to his Recover Deleted Items folder was entirely
expunged. In other words, the three stages of the triple deletion occurred on the
same day as Duncan alleged.

This leaves open the question of who triple deleted these emails given that
Duncan said that he also triple deleted emails on occasion. He said Gretes had
shown him how to do this. A review of Duncan's mailbox metadata from when he
started in mid-October through November 2014, confirmed he triple deleted
sporadically over the course of 47 days.

This evidence of triple deletion and the time period in which it occurred is
generally consistent with Duncan's allegation, and is not inconsistent with
Duncan's evidence.

Testing George Gretes' Evidence

My investigators next set about the task of testing aspects of Gretes' evidence.
As stated earlier, no one witnessed the alleged incident. We interviewed a
number of Gretes' work colleagues as to whether Gretes had spoken with them
about events described in Duncan's allegations prior to them being made public
on May 28, 2015. They said they had not. All expressed surprise at the allegation
and said this did not sound like something Gretes would do.
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MailboxMetada ta

One assertion Gretes gave under oath we could test with information provided us
by the Investigations and Forensics Unit was that he had never triple deleted
emails. We therefore examined Gretes' mailbox with a focus on his Recover

Deleted Items folder.

During Gretes' second interview, my investigators presented statistics obtained
from his Recover Deleted Items folder for the months of October and November

2014. Specifically, we drew to his attention that from:

i. October 20 to October 21, 2014, Gretes' Recover Deleted Items
folder grew from over 22MB to over 85MB, meaning those
additional 63MB should have remained for 14 days under the
default system. Instead, on October 22, 2014, his Recover
Deleted Items folder shrunk to just over 26MB.

ii. October 29 to October 30, 2014, Gretes' Recover Deleted Items
folder grew from over 33MB to over 274MB, meaning those
241MB should have stayed in his Recover Deleted Items folder
for 14 days. However, on October 31, 2014, his Recover Deleted
Items folder dropped to approximately 32MB.

iii. November 9 to November 12, 2014, the Recover Deleted Items
folder grew on two occasions from over 39MB to over 114MB.
With natural attrition, at least the increased 75MB of data should
have remained in his Recover Deleted Items folder for 14 days.
Instead, it shrank to just under 3.9MB on November 13, 2014.

iv. November 16 to November 19, 2014, the Recover Deleted Items
folder grew on three consecutive days from over 3MB to over
31MB. Ifthe Recover Deleted Items folder was operating only
according to its 14-day default, there should have been at least
approximately 28MB of information in it. However, just one day
later, on November 20, 2014, it dropped to about 2.7MB.

We conveyed to Gretes what the Investigations and Forensics Unit had told us -
that there were only three possible explanations for the activity in his Recover
Deleted Items folder. The first was that he changed the default deletion period on
his Recover Deleted Items folder. Gretes confirmed he did not do this and the
Investigations and Forensics Unit confirmed that Gretes' folder was set to a 14-
day delete default.
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The second possibility was that his account was moved from one exchange
database or server to another. The Investigations and Forensics Unit confirmed
Gretes' mailbox account had not been moved during this time period.

This left only one other possible explanation - that Gretes did in fact triple delete
his emails. My investigators asked Gretes whether, in light of this evidence, he
wished to reconsider his earlier testimony.

Gretes admitted that he did not tell the truth in his original testimony and that he
did triple delete his emails. He explained that his failure to tell the truth was
based on a desire to protect the person who had shown him how to triple delete.
He identified that person as the Administrative Coordinator in the Minister's
Office. He said he didn't want to drag her into this investigation.

Gretes was at first vague about who approached whom to discuss triple deleting,
describing it as a "conversation". He said the conversation involved the
Administrative Coordinator talking about her past experience in the Alberta
government and the fact that she triple deleted there. He thought others were
part of the conversation - at one point indicating Duncan might have been
present.

Gretes said the Administrative Coordinator asked those present during the
conversation ifthey ever triple deleted and, when everyone answered that they
did not, she proceeded to show them. He said that the Administrative
Coordinator never explained why triple deleting would be a useful exercise.
Gretes said he was not interested to know why, but assumed it had to do with
managing his emails, although he said he didn't "mean necessarily concealment"
of records.

Gretes then said his focus was on saving space on his computer and inferred
triple deleting would assist in this task. When my investigators reminded him he
had earlier given evidence that triple deleting did not assist with saving space he
said he didn't know whether it would or not.

My investigators asked Gretes why he would be afraid to admit the
Administrative Coordinator told him how to triple delete. He repeated his
assertion that doing so would have dragged her into a "political battle".

The Administrative Coordinator, who was earlier interviewed about whether she
witnessed the alleged triple deletion on November 20, 2014, was re-interviewed
in light of statements and actions Gretes attributed to her.
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The Administrative Coordinator told my investigators that she had worked in the
Minister's Oifice at MOT! for the past two years and before that she had worked
in Ministers' Offices in Alberta for 13 years. She testified that she did not know
what triple deleting was or how to do it until she came to British Columbia. She
said she thought the previous Ministerial Assistant at MOTI had taught her how
to triple delete, but she was not sure.

The Administrative Coordinator recalled that the reason she was given for triple
deleting was because there was a lot of confidential and sensitive information
"and we need to make sure...it's not out there." She said she might have
explained to Gretes how to triple delete, but was not sure. She was clear that she
would not have explained triple deleting to Gretes without him asking her to do
so. She described a clear separation between administrative staff such as herself
and political staff like Gretes. "Itwasn't my place to train political staff," she said.

The Administrative Coordinator was also clear that, in her view, there was
nothing wrong with triple deleting and she would have no reason to hide it.

Analysis of theDuty toAssistreAlleged DestructionofRecords

Duncan's allegations speak directly to whether MOTI has complied with its
obligations under s. 6(1) of FIPPA to meet its duty to respond to applicants
"openly, accurately and completely". Deliberately destroying records in response
to an access request would be a violation of s. 6(1) and an offence under s. 74 of
FIPPA.

George Gretes and Tim Duncan provided diametrically contradictory evidence on
the question of alleged destruction of records potentially responsive to an access
request.

The question I must answer is whether, on a civil standard of proof, the incident
Duncan alleged happened. The Supreme Court of Canada describes that
standard as follows;

...in civil cases there is only one standard of proof and that is proof on a
balance of probabilities. In all civil cases, the trial judge must scrutinize
the relevant evidence with care to determine whether it is more likely than
not that an alleged event occurred. ^

Therefore, in the context of this investigation, I must determine whether it is more
likely than not that on November 20, 2014, George Gretes took control of Tim

^F. H. V. McDougall 2008 SCO 43 at para. 49.
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Duncan's computer and deleted emails believed to be responsive to an access to
information request with respect to Highway 16/the Highway of Tears.

Duncan's evidence remained consistent through two interviews.

There were no witnesses to the alleged events of November 20, 2014. In the
version of events set out by Duncan, there is a reasonable chance this would be
the case. There might not have been anything that would have drawn anyone's
particular attention to the incident as alleged. It is also possible the Administrative
Coordinator was away at the time. In short, I do not find anything determinative
about the fact there were no witnesses to the alleged incident.

My investigators questioned Duncan in detail about the fact that he talked with no
one about the incident while he worked at MOTI or the Liberal Caucus Research

Office. As a new person to Victoria and a very junior employee, unsure of the
work culture, this explanation seems entirely plausible and I do not draw any
adverse inference from his failure to share the information with colleagues or
report it to his superiors at work.

My investigators also put to Duncan the suggestion that he was a disgruntled
employee seeking retribution against those that fired him and his means of doing
this was through the Official Opposition in the Legislature. After considerable
questioning, my investigators did not perceive any extraordinary degree of
animus towards his employer other than what any reasonable person might
experience in the circumstances. Ifhe was truly disgruntled after being let go
from Liberal Caucus, one might have expected him to have made the allegations
closer to his termination. Instead, he spent the next month in Victoria before
returning to Alberta to think about his future.

In considering the totality of the circumstances, including Tim Duncan's sworn
testimony, his demeanour during interviews with my investigators, the evidence
of his work history, as well as the available forensic evidence, my investigators
found him to be a credible witness. He did not strike them as a person seeking
the public limelight or retribution against his previous employer. It is difficult to
see what, besides disclosing what he believed was a wrongful action, he had to
gain from making the allegations. As Duncan himself acknowledges, it may well
be a challenge for him to ever again work again in the political realm.

By contrast, George Gretes' evidence presents challenges.

Key to his denial of triple deleting Duncan's email on November 20, 2014 was
Gretes' sworn evidence that he did not triple delete Duncan's email, nor had he
ever triple deleted.
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In his initial interview with my investigators, Gretes denied on six separate
occasions that he had ever triple deleted his own emails. Early in his first
interview, Gretes suggested he "really had no idea" where the Recover Deleted
Items folder was, though later in the same interview said he could find it.

After initially confirming his evidence from the first interview, George Gretes told
my investigators in his second interview that he had failed to tell the truth. He
admitted that he did, in fact, triple delete emails. It is reasonable to conclude that
the only reason he admitted to this was that he had been confronted by
indisputable forensic evidence.

When given the opportunity to explain why he did not tell the truth, Gretes said
he wanted to protect the Administrative Coordinator. However, the Administrative
Coordinator contradicted key aspects of Gretes' version of events. Her evidence
was that she triple deleted records she no longer needed to keep and had no
reason to hide that fact. She learned of triple deleting only when she came to
work in British Columbia with MOTI two years ago. She did not learn of triple
deleting in Alberta as Gretes had said. I also accept the Administrative
Coordinator's evidence that she would never have proactively sought out a
political staff member like Gretes to teach him how to triple delete. She would
only have demonstrated how to triple delete ifasked.

The Administrative Coordinator presented herself to my investigators as a
credible and candid witness.

The Administrative Coordinator said she had nothing to hide with respect to tripie
deleting, which raised the question of what Gretes would be protecting her from
by not disclosing her actions. We asked him that question in his second
interview. His response was that it was a faise assumption on his part that
reporting that the Administrative Coordinator told him how to triple delete would
have gotten her into trouble and he wanted to remain loyal to a fellow employee.

The preponderance of the evidence is that George Gretes failed again to tell the
truth, this time about allegedly protecting a fellow employee. It is reasonable to
believe that the reason he did not tell the truth about his own triple deletion is
because he thought that admitting it would undermine his denial of Duncan's
allegations.

Following Gretes' admission that he did not tell the truth under oath in the first
interview, my investigators asked him again whether he deleted Duncan's
records on November 20, 2014. Many of his responses were in the form of an
argument rather than an answer. For example he said that even if he admitted to
doing what Duncan said he had done, that "hypothetically speaking, what was
deleted?...that's the question".
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At other points, after denying the triple deleting of Duncan's emails, he said "It's
just ridiculous that it would come to this point. Not based on the fact that he's
accusing me of deleting emails from his email and grabbing his keyboard, it's just
that - like I told you in the first interview, I really thought he was my friend...."
Gretes said that he just couldn't have imagined Duncan making the allegation. In
my view, this does not speak to a denial of triple deleting Duncan's email, but
rather it appears to be an expression of betrayal by a person Gretes thought to
be a friend.

Near the conclusion of the second interview Gretes, when my investigators
asked if Gretes triple deleted Duncan's email on November 20, 2014, Gretes
replied, "I don't know for sure," before stating finally that he did not do it.

Where does this lead in terms of the credibility of Gretes' evidence? As already
indicated, it is reasonable to conclude, as I do, that he would not have admitted
his failure to tell the truth about triple deleting but for the forensic evidence that
conclusively demonstrated he had done so. The subject of that failure was not an
unimportant matter. His claim about never triple deleting went to the core of his
denial that he did not triple delete Duncan's email.

I also conclude that, having failed to tell the truth about triple deleting, Gretes
was not truthful in his statement that he was trying to protect a fellow employee.

The allegation of records destruction in this case is a very serious one.

The forensic evidence conclusively demonstrates that emails were deleted from
Duncan's computer on November 20, 2014. That evidence also proves that there
was a triple deletion of emails on Duncan's computer that day.

I find Duncan's evidence about the triple deletion to be credible for the reasons
already described. Conversely, Gretes was not a credible witness. His denials of
the allegation during the second interview - that he triple deleted emails on
Duncan's computer - were unconvincing, up to and including his statement that
he didn't know for sure if he did it. He admits to falsifying his testimony in this
investigation. The justification he gave for his failure to tell the truth also proved
to be false. The only reasonable explanation for his failure to tell the truth was to
hide the triple deleting of emails as alleged.

I therefore find It is more likely than not that George Gretes deleted emails
on Tim Duncan's computer on November 20, 2014, that may have been
responsive to the Highway 16/ the Highway of Tears access request. It
follows that the Ministry did not comply with s. 6(1) of FIPPA because it
failed to openly, accurately and completely respond to that request.
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Finally, I cannot overstate the gravity with which I view the false testimony given
during this investigation by George Gretes. To that end, I have referred the
matter for investigation to the RCMP and have advised them of the contents of
this report, including the failure of George Gretes to tell the truth under oath. I am
deeply saddened that the evidence in this case has required me to take this
course of action.

M >jUL.y 2014 Assess R€^$t of
EbusAfiON :

Issue: Did the Ministry of Advanced Education fulfill its duty to make
every reasonable effort to respond without delay to the
applicant openly, accurately and completely regarding the
July 21, 2014 access request for emails between the Minister's
Chief of Staff and the Minister? [s. 6(1) of FIPPA]

Our examination of this access request is again best introduced by a chronology
of the key events.

Chronology

July 21, 2014: lAO received an access request to AVED for:

"Any emails sent by Nick Facey, Chief of Staff to Minister Amrik Virk.
Timeframe is February 1, 2014 to July 16, 2014."

July 23, 2014: The Ministry's FOI coordinator emailed the Chief of Staff to see
if he had any responsive records.

July 30, 2014: The Chief of Staff emailed the Ministry's FOI coordinator to say
that he had no responsive records.

August 29, 2014: Responsive records were provided to IAD on behalf of
Minister Virk.

December 29, 2014: IAD wrote the applicant and released approximately 435
pages of severed records, including many emails sent by the Chief of Staff to
Minister Virk.
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June 3, 2015: My office received a letter from the applicant setting out concerns
about the Ministry of Advanced Education's handling of this access to information
request.

DocumentaryEvidence

The records produced by the Minister, but not by the Chief of Staff, raised
questions about the Chief of Staff's practices regarding the retention of records.
As a result, my investigators requested that the Investigations and Forensics Unit
provide my office the monthly backup of the Chief of Staff's email account that
was preserved as of August 1, 2014. On review, we found the Chief of Staffs
Sent Items folder contained approximately 20 emails that he sent to Minister Virk
that fell within the date range of the access request. However, the Chief of Staff
stated by email on July 30, 2014, that he had no responsive records.

Evidenceof the ChiefofStaff

The Chief of Staff started working in government in June 2013 and had received
training on access to information on multiple occasions. He started as Chief of
Staff with the Ministry of Health, moving to the Ministryof Advanced Education
after about four months.

The Chief of Staff felt he understood how to properly search for potentially
responsive records. He explained the way he did his searches was to do such
things as search files on his desk and the files in his cabinet and also to search
his emails. He searched emails by, where appropriate, looking at particular date
ranges and printing potentially responsive emails. Ifa request was on a particular
topic, he would make a listof keywords and then search the Inbox, Sent Items
and Deleted Items folders.

The Chief of Staff also stated that he sent numerous emails on a regular basis to
Minister Virk.

We provided the Chief of Staff with the information that his mailboxcontained
approximately 20 responsive emails to the July 21, 2014 access request. We
further explained that these emails were in his Sent Items folder at the time he
said he had no responsive records to the access request. He responded that he
did not recall specifically how he searched for records for that access request. He
said that although he typically did searches from his desktop, itwas possible he
had searched from his phone or his iPad. His evidence was that he had not
realized that these devices might only load the last 100 sent emails and this
could possibly explain his search not turning anything up. But, to be clear, the
Chief of Staff did not recall what kind of search he undertook or what happened
in this particular instance and said he typically did searches from his desktop.
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Anal ys/s of theDuty toAss/st

Once a public body receives an access to information request, all records in its
custody or under its control, whether transitory or non-transitory, must be
searched in order to locate potentially responsive records. It is therefore the
wording of the access request that directs the public body as to what records
must be searched. In this case, the applicant's request was easy to interpret; it
asked for all emails sent by the Chief of Staff to the Minister over certain dates.
With access to the Chief of Staffs email account, my investigators were able to
locate responsive records within minutes. I observe that the emails in question
are not of a particularly sensitive nature.

There are three logical possibilities that could explain why the Chief of Staff said
on July 30, 2014, that he had no responsive emails related to the July 21, 2014
access request when the evidence conclusively demonstrates he did. The first is
that he did not perform a search for the records at all. The second is that he
performed an inadequate search. The third is that he located the responsive
emails, but decided not to produce them.

The Chief of Staffs sworn evidence is that he would have searched for the
records, but he had no specific recollection of doing so in this case. He said it is
possible he could have done the search on his phone or iPad. He said he
subsequently learned that such a search might have yielded only the last 100
emails he sent and this might explain why he did not produce them. In any event,
he acknowledges that this would not be his normal method of searching for
records and that he likely would not have used this method alone. Additionally,
the evidence of the Chief of Staff when he was asked how to search for records
demonstrated a thorough understanding of the proper steps to take to locate
responsive records.

Searching for records on a phone or iPad or similar device is not a reasonable
means of conducting a search. The abilityto readily identify and convey the
results of a search on a hand-held or smaller device is challenging. My own
investigators have determined that the search limitation the Chief of Staff referred
to associated with his iPad or phone may possibly have been the case at the
time of his search. This further speaks to why searching on such a device would
not comply with s. 6(1) of FIPPA. A reasonable search will be one that is
performed from a desktop or laptop.

Apart from not doing any search at all, it is difficult to understand how the Chief of
Staff would have thought he had no responsive records in these circumstances.
The request covered all emails he would have sent to his Minister during a period
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ending just one week before he received the request. The Chief of Staff
acknowledged that he sends a large number of emails to the Minister.
Based on these facts alone, it is difficult to understand how the Chief of Staff
thought his reply of no responsive records on July 30, 2014, could be accurate
given that our review of his account as of August 1, 2014, showed a large
number of emails from various dates, including the approximately 20 responsive
records.

Whether the Chief of Staff intended to wilfullydisregard this access request is not
clear. What is clear is that this is an instance where the Ministry of Advanced
Education is in contravention of s. 6(1) of FIPPA because, at best, the Chief of
Staff conducted a negligent search for responsive records.

I find that the Ministry of Advanced Education contravened its duty under
s. 6(1) of FiPPA to make every reasonable effort to respond without delay
to the applicant openly, accurately and completely regarding the Juiy 21,
2014 access request for emaiis between the Chief of Staff and the Minister.

RECOMMENDATiON 3:

The Ministry of Advanced Education should releasafhe
approximately 20 email records identified aa responsive to the
applicant's access request, with severing as allowed under FIPPA,
made on July 21, 2014 for:

"Any emails sent by Nick Facey, Chief of Staff to Minister
AmrikVirk. Timeframe Is February 1, 2014 to July 16, 2014."

The Investigations and Forensics Unitwill retrieve the emails and
provide them to the Ministry^

I^REMIER:

This access request raises two distinct issues under s. 6(1) of FIPPA. The first is
the Executive Branch of the Office of the Premier's process for tracking access to
information requests and the second is the Deputy Chief of Staffs records
management practices. Iwill first set out the chronology that is relevant to both
these issues.

50
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Chronology

November 20, 2014: lAO received an access request to the Office of the
Premier for:

"Any and all records of outgoing email correspondence to any recipient
including attachments from Deputy Chief of Staff Michele Cadario.
Timeframe November 3 to 6 and November 17 to 20, 2014."

On this same day, lAO received another access request for all emails sent by the
Premier's Chief of Staff, Dan Doyle for the same date range.

November 24, 2014: IAO sent the access request to the FOI coordinators for the
Office of the Premier's Deputy Minister and the Executive Branch. The Deputy
Chief of Staff is part of the Executive Branch. lAO also sent the request to the
Office of the Premier's central coordinator of access requests, who coordinates
responses for the Office of the Premier as a whole.

November 25,2014: The email request was fonwarded to each of the employees
in the Deputy Minister's Office. Kim Henderson, the former Deputy Minister,
Corporate Initiatives, produced one email chain responsive to the request.

December 1, 2014: The FOI coordinator for the Executive Branch communicated
by email to the Office of the Premier's central coordinator of access requests that
neither the Deputy Chief of Staff nor anyone else in the Executive Branch had
responsive records.

February 18, 2015: lAO released a severed version of the one email chain
produced by Kim Henderson to the applicant.

April 28, 2015: lAO released an additional 123 pages of records to the applicant
in response to the access request sent to the Chief of Staff Dan Doyle. The
release included numerous emails sent from the Deputy Chief of Staff to the
Chief of Staff.

June 3, 2015: My office received a letter from the applicant setting out concerns
about the Office of the Premier's handling of this access to information request.
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Issue: With respect to the processing of access requests by the
Executive Branch, does the Office of the Premier fulfill its duty
to make every reasonable effort to respond without delay to
applicants openly, accurately and completely? [s. 6(1) of
FIPPA]

This issue relates to how the Executive Branch of the Office of the Premier

processes access requests once it receives them. While the chronology of the
November 20, 2014 access request regarding the Deputy Chief of Staff is useful
in illustrating the process for the Executive Branch, our examination is not strictly
limited to this access request for this portion of our review.

Evidenceof the FO! Coordina tor for theExecutiveBranch

The FOI coordinator for Executive Branch of the Office of the Premier's official
title is Director of Issues Management. He has responsibility both for access to
information in the Executive Branch as well as for issues management, such as
managing media issues. He says that when he is dealing with access requests,
he acts entirely in that role and is not looking at requests from an issues
management perspective.

The evidence of the FOI coordinator is that he began working for the Executive
Branch in July 2014, but had previously worked in government since about 2009.
He received access to information training in 2013 for approximately one hour.
He works primarily in Victoria, but also works in Vancouver. When the Legislature
is sitting, he typically spends one day per week in Vancouver. At other times, he
can spend two or more days in Vancouver for work.

Once the FOI coordinator receives notice of an access request by email from
lAO, he said he personally speaks with each individualwithin the Executive
Branch to ask whether or not they have responsive records. The FOI coordinator
stated that it takes him anywhere from a day to as much as three or four days
upon receipt of a request to speak with all members of the Executive Branch
about the request.

The FOI Coordinator said that each individual would respond to him in person
and, where necessary, print potentially responsive records. The FOI coordinator
stated that he does not correspond by email or by telephone with members of the
Executive Branch regarding access requests.

The FOI coordinator stated he records on a sticky note the people he has told
about an access request and that he would get rid of the note after dealing with
the request. He said he does not keep any other record of processing access
requests.
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The FOI coordinator stated he designed the process for responding to access
requests in the Executive Branch. He was not sure of the process prior to his
being hired and he had not received instruction from any supervisors about the
matter when he joined the Executive Branch. He was aware the Premier's
Deputy Minister's Office and other offices in government send emails to
employees about access requests and also receive emails in response.

The FOI coordinator stated that he would never question an individual's response
that they had no records responsive to an access request.

The FOI coordinator did not recall, and had no record to confirm, when he would
have asked the Deputy Chief of Staff about the access request at issue here. He
would have followed the same process as for other requests.

The Deputy Chief of Staff also stated that that the FOI coordinator's practice was
to ask her in person whether or not she had records to access requests and that
she responded in person, printing potentially responsive records when she found
them. The Deputy Chief of Staff did not recall exactly when the FOI coordinator
asked her about this specific access request, but did recall that she had no
records.

Analysis of theDuty toAssistreExecutiveBranch's Processing

In determining whether the processing of access requests by the Executive
Branch of the Office of the Premier complies with s. 6(1) of FIPPA, it is important
to closely look at the wording of this section which requires that public bodies
"respond without delay to each applicant, openly, accurately and completely."

With the wording of s. 6(1) in mind, I am troubled by the manner inwhich the
Executive Branch of the Office of the Premier processes access requests.

There should be an electronic record of each person's response to an FOI
coordinator for each access request. It is the process used by the Deputy
Minister's Office of the Office of the Premier and the process my investigators
observed in all other instances associated with this investigation. The current
process for the Executive Branch results in no lasting record of the person who
receives notice of the request or how individuals respond.

Personally asking individuals whether they have responsive records, rather than
sending an email, also creates the potential for systemic delay in access
requests reaching relevant employees. This is especially the case given that
employees within the Executive Branch commonly split their time between
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Vancouver and Victoria. The FOI coordinator was not able to definitively say
when he made the Deputy Chief of Staff aware of the access request relating to
her outgoing emails or when she responded that she had no records.

The FOI coordinator verbally asks each employee for records and verbally
receives the answer. The only element of a written record tracing a request is a
sticky note penned by the FOI coordinator each time a request comes in
denoting which employees he has talked to about it. The note is disposed of
when the FOI coordinator believes the processing is complete.

The FOI coordinator says that he put this process in place himself. He has
received one hour of training on access to information. The Office of the Premier
has put the FOI coordinator in a difficult situation. I believe he is not adequately
positioned to determine the Executive Branch's access to information process. It
is surprising that the Executive Branch of the Office of the Premier would
conclude that not writing anything down about the processing of an access
request, apart from a temporarily retained sticky note, is appropriate.

Moreover, the Executive Branch's process creates the potential for delay in the
request reaching the employees most likely to have records. This systemic delay
can, and almost certainly does, in some instances, result in the loss of potentially
responsive records and a frustration of the access rights for citizens. This is
because even though the public body has received the request, an employee
may have deleted records responsive to it not knowing the request had been
received.

I find that the Executive Branch's systemic delay in its processing of
access requests and the resulting loss of potentially responsive records is
a contravention of the Office of the Premier's duty under s. 6(1) of FIPPA
"to respond without delay to each applicant openly, accurately and
completely."

RECOMMENDATION 4:

The Executive Branch of the Office of the Premier should change
its access to information processes to ensure that requests for
records are communicated by email in a timely manner and
properly documented.
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Issue: Did the Office of the Premier fulfill Its duty to make every
reasonable effort to respond without delay to the applicant
openly, accurately and completely regarding the November 20,
2014 access request for the outgoing emails of the Deputy
Chief of Staff? [s. 6(1) of FIPPA]

TransitoryRecords

The issue of what constitutes a transitory and non-transitory record figures
prominently in this part of our Investigation Report. It is therefore necessary at
this point to briefly explain what these terms mean.

The transitory record schedule, approved by the Legislative Assembly, precisely
and narrowly defines what a transitory record is. Transitory records are:
convenience copies, unnecessary duplicates and working materials and drafts
once the finished record has been produced.^ Unless records fall within these
prescribed categories, they must be retained in accordance with an approved
schedule. The proper identification of records as transitory or not transitory is an
important access to information issue because when records are prematurely
destroyed it negatively impacts citizens' access to information rights.

Transitory records are routinely destroyed when they are no longer required for a
business purpose. The authority to identify and destroy transitory records is
delegated to government employees under the transitory records schedule.

The routine destruction of transitory records is necessary to reduce the volume of
government records and the cost of managing records.

Non-transitory records, on the other hand, need to be filed and saved in
accordance with the appropriate government records schedule. The classification
and scheduling of records should make them readily identifiable and retrievable
when subject to an access request.

Non-transitory records include such things as decision records, instructions, and
advice as well as documentation of a policy matter or how a case was managed.
It is important to note that it is a record's content and context that determines
whether a record is transitory, rather than its form.

®See BC Government's Transitory Records (schedule 102901) at
htto://www.Qov.bc.ca/citz/iao/records momt/specia! schedules/transitorv records.html.
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DocumentaryEvidence

As is set out in the chronology, the applicant In the access to information request
regarding the Deputy Chief of Staff received 123 pages of severed records from
a similar request to Chief of Staff, Dan Doyle. Those records included various
emails sent from the Deputy Chief of Staff to the Chief of Staff that were not
produced by the Deputy Chief of Staff with respect to the access request
regarding her sent emails.

The released emails sent by the Deputy Chief of Staff to the Chief of Staff
appeared to my investigators, on first reading, to include potentially substantive
actions taken by the Deputy Chief of Staff - in other words, they were non-
transitory records. This raised questions about the Deputy Chief of StafTs
practices regarding the retention of records and necessitated further inquiry.
Given the original access request concerned emails sent in November 2014, we
asked the Investigations and Forensics Unit to restore the monthly backup of the
Deputy Chief of Staffs account as of November 27, 2014. We found no emails in
the Deputy Chief of Staffs Sent Items folder on any subject.

We did identify 163 sent emails that resided in either her Deleted Items folder or
in her Recover Deleted Items folder (the Investigations and Forensics Unit told us
it was not possible to delineate which folder). What is of importance is the
content of those emails in light of the issue of transitory and non-transitory
records.

Evidenceof the DeputyChiefofStaff

The Deputy Chief of Staff stated that "very few" of the emails she sends are not
transitory and believes that none of the emails she sends to the Chief of Staff
should be kept as they do not document a decision of government or create
policy. She stated that it was not part of her responsibility to create government
policy or to give policy advice, which she stated was the responsibility of public
servants who worked within the various government ministries. Instead, the
Deputy Chief of Staff agreed that her role was to assist with government making
informed decisions about the political aspects of an issue.

The Deputy Chief of Staff stated that her practice was to delete emails from her
Sent Items folder on a daily basis and if all emails in that folder were of a
transitory nature, she would delete all of them. Her evidence was that her
Deleted Items folder was set to purge at the end of each day when she exited
Microsoft Outlook.
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The Deputy Chief of Staff added she had not heard of the Recover Deleted Items
folder until two days prior to our interview with her. The topic had come up in a
conversation with a work colleague that was unrelated to our investigation. But
since she had learned of the existence of the Recover Deleted Items folder, she
had begun to triple delete items as part of her management of records.

Where non-transitory emails were the responsibility of someone else to keep, the
Deputy Chief of Staff would fonward those emails to the appropriate individuals.
For example, where she may have sent emails related to human resource
matters, she would forward those to another member of the Office of the Premier
for keeping.

My investigators put before the Deputy Chief of Staff certain emails from her that
the Office of the Premier released in the access request to the Chief of Staff and
asked why she had not retained these records. Her evidence was that she
considered all of the relevant emails from her to be transitory in nature and
nothing that she needed to keep.

The Deputy Chief of Staffs evidence as to why she believed her emails were
transitory included that, in one instance, the advice she appeared to provide was
based on incorrect facts. In another instance, when we suggested to her certain
records appeared to disclose advice, she said that the record of such advice
would not have to be retained if it had not resulted in any course of action. In
other words, she believed such a record would be transitory.

Anal ys/s re Duty ro >455/57-

In looking at whether the Office of the Premier has complied with s. 6(1) of FIPPA
on this specific access request, I note that my office has no evidence that
potentially responsive emails existed anywhere but in the Deputy Chief of Staffs
Recover Deleted Items folder. This is because I accept that the Deputy Chief of
Staffs Deleted Items folder was set to purge emails at the end of every day and
thus emails do not exist in that folder for more than one day. I also accept that
the Deputy Chief of Staff was not aware of the existence of the Recover Deleted
Items folder at the time of the November 20, 2014 access request. Nonetheless,
I cannot ignore the evidence of the Deputy Chief of Staff that she believes "very
few" of the emails she sends are not transitory and believes that none of the
emails she sends to the Chief of Staff should be kept.

While her evidence is that she does not create policy, the job description for the
Deputy Chief of Staff was released in a 2013 access to information request and it
included providing "strategic advice to the Chief of Staff, Premier and Executive
Council to advance government's policy and legislative objectives". It seems
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reasonable to expect that some of this advice to advance government's policy
and legislative objectives is communicated through email and requires retention.
In fact, my investigators viewed emails in her November 27, 2014 account that
we believed demonstrated exchanges with the Chief of Staff that she should
have retained to document the decision-making process.

Other staff may well capture and retain some of the Deputy Chief of Staffs
emails on particular matters. In such instances, the Deputy Chief of Staff may
not be required to retain those records if she is aware that those responsibilities
have been clearly assigned to someone else. I accept that in some instances,
such as with human resource matters, this appears to be the case for the Deputy
Chief of Staff.

Apart from rare emails that she fonwards to others to file for her, it is the Deputy
Chief of Staffs practice to delete every email she sends every day and these
emails are purged from her Deleted Items folder every time she shuts down her
computer. This practice creates a scenario where she will almost never have a
sent email that is responsive to an access request.

This is because the Deputy Chief of Staff applies a broad interpretation of
transitory records and a daily practice of deleting all transitory records from her
account. From my investigators' review of her November 27, 2014 account, we
can confirm that she has not personally retained a single email she has ever sent
from her government email address.

Given the importance of the role of the Deputy Chief of Staff within government, it
is difficult to accept that she almost never sends an email that would be
considered non-transitory and therefore requires retention. It must be kept in
mind that the medium of communication does not determine whether a record
needs to be saved. This determination is solely based on content. Some emails
may be transitory, but an informed and reasoned approached should be used to
make this determination on a case-by-case basis.

I believe that the broad interpretation given to transitory records by the Deputy
Chief of Staff, which results in her retaining almost no sent emails, effectively
frustrates the Office of the Premier's ability to comply with s. 6(1) of FIPPA.

In addition, when looking at the specific November 20, 2014 access request, the
Deputy Chief of Staff's broad interpretation of transitory records has resulted in
emails that she should have properly retained not being available once she
completed her search for responsive records.
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I find that the Office of the Premier contravened its duty under s. 6(1) of
FIPPA to make every reasonable effort to respond without delay to the
applicant openly, accurately and completely regarding the November 20,
2014 access request to the Office of the Premier for the outgoing emails of
the Deputy Chief of Staff.

6.0 Restoring Public Confidence

It is difficult to overstate the seriousness of the problems that my office
discovered in the course of this investigation and the resulting effect on the
integrity of the access to information process in our province. These problems
include:

• deleting emails responsive to access to information requests and
preventing others from producing these records;

• either wilfully or negligently failing to produce records that are potentially
responsive to an access request;

• failing to keep any sent emails, irrespective of the topic;

• failing to tell the truth to my office under oath;

• failing to clarify a request with an applicant or to communicate effectively
internally regarding the processing of a request, which results in the
applicant feeling a file has not been processed in good faith;

• implementing a verbal process for responding to access to information
requests that avoids personal accountability; and

• flaws in the configuration of government's email system and its backup of
email accounts that compromised my office's ability to perform elements
of this investigation and create the potential to impact future investigations
by my office as well as by government itself.

In light of the serious nature of these problems, it is important that government
take immediate action to restore public confidence in the access to information
process. Where major problems exist, only major change will suffice. Below Iset
out a path that I believe government should follow in order to demonstrate it
takes these issues seriously and accepts that it is time for a change in culture.
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^4 MJM'NG THEjPyTY TQAlSlit

The obligation under s. 6(1) of FIPPA on public bodies "to respond without delay
to each applicant openly, accurately and completely" is at the heart of this
investigation and has arisen in numerous contexts. If public bodies do not meet
their obligations under this section, the access to information process is rendered
ineffective.

My office has clearly stated that when public bodies interpret the wording of
access requests, they are not complying with s. 6(1) if they apply a narrow
interpretation.® Further, if there is any confusion about a request, the public body
has an obligation to clarify the nature of the request with the applicant. This
obligation can be simply discharged by a phone call or an email from the public
body to ensure that it fully understands the applicant's request.

Had this been done at any step along the way by MOTI in the processing of the
November 2014 access request regarding Highway 16/the Highway of Tears, the
applicant could have received the appropriate records in a timely manner and
MOTI would have avoided considerable public scrutiny as to why records had not
been produced on this access request.

Program areas within public bodies can play a key role in determining the
process that works for them in getting access requests into the necessary hands
in an efficient and timely manner. There is room, within this general framework,
for program areas to mould the process in a manner that works best for them.

But, as was the case with the Executive Branch of the Office of the Premier,
there is no room to create the potential for a systemic delay in communicating the
existence of access requests to individuals who might have responsive records.
Such a delay will inevitably lead to the loss of potentially responsive records to
some access requests.

With this in mind, it is essential that all program areas have a system in place
that results in access requests being emailed to all employees with potentially
responsive records as soon as possible. Iffollow-up in person is desirable in
some instances, this should be an additional measure that is taken and not the
only means of notifying employees. Further, employees within program areas
who have responsibility for the coordination of responses should keep reliable
electronic records of the responses of all individuals who they correspond with for
a reasonable amount of time after the resolution of an access request in case
follow-up is needed.

See, for example, httDs://www.oiDC.bc.ca/investiaation-reDorts/1510.
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lAO should provide government employees with substantive guidance on how to
search for potentially responsive records. While I appreciate that for some
employees this might seem rather basic, the results of this investigation show
that this is not the case for all individuals. Of course, even the best guidance is
only useful if it is followed.

Ultimately, each government employee must take the time to conduct a proper
search for each and every access request that they receive. The amount of time
it takes to do a thorough search for each request is minimal compared to the
amount of time it takes to deal with adequate search complaints that result from
poor initial searches.

There is nothing complicated or particularly onerous that is required for public
bodies to meet their duty to assist applicants under s. 6(1) of FIPPA. It simply
requires public bodies making this duty a priority and putting in place appropriate
processes to enable this to occur on a consistent basis.

RECOMMENDATION 5:

Government should clarify access requests with applicants where
necessary to ensure it does not interpret the request too narrowly
and to maximize the likelihood of producing records that are
responsive to the applicant's request.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Government should create clear guidance for employees on how
to conduct a thorough search for potentially responsive records to
an access request. This guidance should be incorporated into
government's access to informationtraining and should
specifically include that employees should conduct searches from
their desktop or laptop and not from mobile devices.
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Proper management of government records is another critical component of
access to information rights and goes to the heart of government being able to
meet its duty to assist under s. 6(1) of FIPPA. Without the proper retention of
records and a fulsome understanding of transitory records, government cannot
effectively preserve these rights.

In previous reports, I expressed concerns about overly liberal interpretations as
to what constitutes a transitory record.^® While those we interviewed had a
general understanding of transitory records, over the course of this investigation
my investigators heard evidence to support my concern.

Throughout this investigation, we consistently heard individuals claim that
government records retained elsewhere could be destroyed as transitory. While it
may be the case that there is a designated office for retaining particular records,
employees need to know who is responsible for record keeping in order to make
informed decisions about whether or not a record is transitory. Employees should
know that records are being retained before they destroy non-transitory records
as unnecessary copies. For this to happen, employees need to understand their
office's record keeping system as well as their individual responsibility for
managing records.

During our interviews we also heard conflicting opinions about whether or not
drafts of decision or issues notes for ministers are transitory records, and
whether or not cursory advice needs to be retained. Draftdocuments or email
advice that shows how decisions were reached should be retained. These
records provide evidence regarding high-level decision-making and approvals.

All government employees have a responsibilityto ensure that they are properly
managing records. Despite this responsibility, government does not currently
offer mandatory training dedicated to records management. The current
government training on access to information delivered to all employees and to
those located in Minster's offices included insufficient information about transitory
records or the broader topic of records management. This is an important and
nuanced subject that is foundational to citizens' ability to meaningfully exercise
their access rights.

See pp. 18-19 of httDs://www.oiDc.bc.ca/investiaation-reDorts/1510 and p. 31 of
httDs://www.oiDc.bc.ca/sDecial-reDOrts/1696.
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I note that government has created effective guidance material for its employees
on this topic, but lacks the training component for delivery of this guidance.
Training is important in order to ensure that employees understand proper
records management, including the filing, retention and disposition of records.

Government should also be encouraging employees to contact those within the
Office of the Chief Information Officer, which has expertise in this area, when
questions arise. This message should be reinforced in the dedicated training
sessions on the topic of transitory records.

There also needs to be independent oversight of the destruction of government
records. It is unacceptable that no independent body watches over this important
step in the lifecycle of government records. Adding independent oversight would
be a major step towards restoring public confidence that government properly
destroys its documents and is accountable for its practices.

RECOMMENDATION 7:

Government should provide mandatory records management
training to all employees, that includes the identification of
transitory and non-transitory records and the process for retaining
and destroying records. This training should describe employees'
responsibilities for records management and provide the basis for
understanding an office's record keeping system.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Government should legislate independent oversight of information
nianagiement requirements, such as the destruction of records,
including sanctions when those requirements are not met.

" See http://www.aov.bc.ca/citz/iao/records mamt/auides/transitorvua.pdf and
http://www.aov.bc.ca/citz/iao/records momt/auides/email decision.pdf.
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At numerous points In this investigation, my office encountered problems with
government's email system that impacted our ability to acquire evidence that
would have been useful in this investigation.

The failure of government to ensure monthly backups were in place in the
transition of servers from Microsoft Exchange 2007 to Microsoft Exchange 2013
denied my office the ability to see crucial evidence in our examination of the
November 2014 access request to MOTI regarding Highway 16/the Highway of
Tears. Government says that this problem has since been rectified in such a way
that should ensure it does not happen again. Given the impact that the lack of
backups can have on government investigations, litigation involving government
records and investigations of my office, government should also have in place a
plan to monitor its backups.

Our investigation also uncovered a practice of deletion of records in certain
government offices that I had not previously been aware of, namely the emptying
of the Recover Deleted Items folder or, as was described to us by several people
interviewed for this Report, "triple deletion". The Recover Deleted Items folder is
intended to allow individuals to recover emails that have been deleted by
accident or that soon after deletion become relevant.

The practice we observed was the routine emptying of the Recover Deleted
Items folder to ensure that emails were permanently deleted from an employee's
system. This is not the intention of the Recover Deleted Items folder and for
employees managing their mail account it serves no legitimate purpose. Only
emails in an employee's Inbox, Sent Items, custom folders or Deleted Items
folders counts towards their allotted mailbox space limit. Emails in the Recover
Deleted Items folder do not. Therefore, deleting items from the Recover Deleted
Items folder, i.e. triple deleting, is of no advantage in creating more space in an
employee's account.

Government should configure the settings in Microsoft Outlook such that it does
not allow individual employees to remove items from the Recover Deleted Items
folder.

The Recover Deleted Items folder is also relevant with respect to monthly
backups. As explained earlier in this report, monthly backups currently capture
what is in the Recover Deleted Items folder. But the Recover Deleted Items
folder is set so that it retains items for only 14 days. This means, for example.
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that ifan item arrives in an employee's mailbox early in the month and is moved
to the Recover Deleted Items folder shortly thereafter, it will have purged from
the mailbox before the monthly backup takes place at the end of the month.

In other words, there will be no permanent record of the substance of the email
itself. This limitation impacted my office's investigation as well in that some
emails can come and go from an employee's account without ever being
captured in a monthly backup, so it is currently not possible to determine the
existence of certain emails. The metadata that government does capture,
including the subject line of emails, is not enough to discern the substance of
emails.

This problem can be easily rectified by ensuring that items in the Recover
Deleted Items folder are retained for just over a month to ensure they are caught
by the monthly backup system. I appreciate this requires additional storage
space for government emails, but this incremental cost is justified given the value
such emails can play in investigations or litigation by ensuring a lasting record of
all government emails. As discussed earlier in this report, a public body's
reasonable efforts to assist applicants under s. 6(1) of FIPPA include having to
search this folder when there is a reasonable belief that this folder may contain
responsive records.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Government should configure the settings in Microsoft Outlook to
prevent employees from removing items from the Recover Deleted
Items folder.

RECOMMENDATION 10:

Government should configure the settings in Microsoft Outlpok so
that it preserves items in the Recover Deleted Items folder for just
over one month. This would ensure all government emails are
captured in monthly backups.
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Government must adopt a legislated duty to document in order to regain public
confidence in the access to information process. The public has a right of access
to records for the purpose of making public bodies accountable. But this right can
only be exercised if a record exists. It is predicated on the creation of records that
document the affairs of government.

My office investigates numerous complaints each year where applicants question
how it is that records about key government decisions do not exist. Government's
response in these investigations is often that it never created records. This is
partly the result of an entrenched oral culture of decision-making in government.
This culture undermines public sector accountability as public bodies can
effectively avoid public scrutiny as to the basis and reasons for their actions.

I am cognizant that removing an employee's ability to triple delete emails might
create a further temptation towards the culture of oral government. This concern
further underlines the importance of a duty to document.

A legislated duty to document would help address public concerns about the
accountability of their government by creating a positive duty for public servants
and officials to create records of their business activities. This duty does not need
to be onerous and criteria could be prescribed to define its application. FIPPA, it
should also be remembered, already creates a number of exceptions to
disclosure of information, including an exception for providing advice and
recommendations.

The retention and accessibility of records has been complicated by the adoption
of new communications technologies, the volume and variability of records, and
challenges posed by developments such as bring your own device
arrangements. These challenges do not alleviate public bodies' responsibilities
under access legislation. By deliberatelycreating and managing records, public
bodies uphold access rights and ensure that records exist for evidence-based
decision-making, legal obligations, and a comprehensive historical record.

RECOMMENDATION 11:

Government should create a legislative duty to document within
FIPPA as a clear indication that it does not endorse "oral
government" and that it is committed to be accountable to citizens
by creating an accurate record of its key decisions and actions.
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7.0 Summary of Findings and Recommendations

7.1 Summary OF Findings

I have made the following findings in this investigation:

1. I find that the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure contravened its
duty to assist under s. 6(1) of FIPPA by interpreting the applicant's request
narrowly and failing to clarify the nature of the records being sought in the
November 2014 access to information request regarding Highway 16/the
Highway of Tears.

2. I find it is more likely than not that George Gretes deleted emails on Tim
Duncan's computer on November 20, 2014, that may have been
responsive to the Highway 16/Highway of Tears access request. It follows
that Ministry did not comply with s. 6(1) of FIPPA because it failed to
openly, accurately and completely respond to that request.

3. I find that the Ministry of Advanced Education contravened its duty under
s. 6(1) of FIPPA to make every reasonable effort to respond without delay
to the applicant openly, accurately and completely regarding the July 21,
2014 access request for emails between the Chief of Staff and the
Minister.

4. I find that the Executive Branch's systemic delay in its processing of
access requests and the resulting loss of potentially responsive records is
a contravention of the Office of the Premier's duty under s. 6(1) of FIPPA
"to respond without delay to each applicant openly, accurately and
completely."

5. I find that the Office of the Premier contravened its duty under s. 6(1) of
FIPPA to make every reasonable effort to respond without delay to the
applicant openly, accurately and completely regarding the November 20,
2014 access request to the Office of the Premier for the outgoing emails of
the Deputy Chief of Staff.
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RECOMMENDATION 1

The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure should release the 36 pages of
records initially identified as responsive to the applicant's access request, with
severing as allowed under FIPPA, made on November 19, 2014 for:

"... all government records that make reference to the issue of missing
women along Highway 16 / the Highway of Tears and specifically including
records related to meetings held by the ministry on this issue. The time frame
for my request is May 15 to November 19, 2014."

RECOMMENDATION 2

Government should develop a policy for all future data migrations that requires at
a minimum:

1. Hourly, daily and monthly backup of data;
2. Written directions to government's service provider with respect to these

backups; and
3. Government monitoring of the directions to ensure their compliance.

RECOMMENDATION 3

The Ministry ofAdvanced Education should release the approximately 20 email
records identified as responsive to the applicant's access request, with severing
as allowed under FIPPA, made on July 21, 2014 for:

"Any emails sent by Nick Facey, Chief of Staff to Minister Amrik Virk.
Timeframe is February 1, 2014 to July 16, 2014."

The Investigations and Forensics Unit will retrieve the emails and provide them to
the Ministry.

RECOMMENDATION 4

The Executive Branch of the Office of the Premier should change its access to
information processes to ensure that requests for records are communicated by
email in a timely manner and properly documented.
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RECOMMENDATION 5

Government should clarify access requests with applicants where necessary to
ensure it does not interpret the request too narrowly and to maximize the
likelihood of producing records that are responsive to the applicant's request.

RECOMMENDATION 6

Government should create clear guidance for employees on how to conduct a
thorough search for potentially responsive records to an access request. This
guidance should be incorporated into government's access to information training
and should specifically include that employees should conduct searches from
their desktop or laptop and not from mobile devices.

RECOMMENDATION 7

Government should provide mandatory records management training to all
employees, that includes the identification of transitory and non-transitory records
and the process for retaining and destroying records. This training should
describe employees' responsibilities for records management and provide the
basis for understanding an office's record keeping system.

RECOMMENDATION 8

Government should legislate independent oversight of information management
requirements, such as the destruction of records, including sanctions when those
requirements are not met.

RECOMMENDATION 9

Government should configure the settings in Microsoft Outlook to prevent
employees from removing items from the Recover Deleted Items folder.

RECOMMENDATION 10

Government should configure the settings in Microsoft Outlook so that it
preserves items in the Recover Deleted Items folder for just over one month.
This would ensure all government emails are captured in monthly backups.
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RECOMMENDATION 11

Government should create a legislative duty to document within FIPPA as a clear
indication that it does not endorse "oral government" and that it is committed to
be accountable to citizens by creating an accurate record of its key decisions and
actions.

8.0 Conclusion

FIPPA was brought into force in British Columbia in 1993 to serve as a
foundation upon which government would be open and accountable to its
citizens. Over the course of my tenure as Information and Privacy Commissioner,
I have made many recommendations to enhance citizens' access to information
rights. While government has adopted some of my recommendations, it has
chosen not to implement certain key changes such as a legislative duty to
document and independent oversight over the creation and destruction of
records.

Legislative amendments are, however, only part of the required action. In order
for change to be truly effective, leaders in government and within individual public
bodies must embrace their responsibilities under FIPPA and create a culture that
emphasises the importance of fulfilling their obligations to the public. The majority
of problems witnessed in this investigation occurred in offices that are inherently
political in nature. While this investigation is not broad enough to be truly
systemic, it does raise concerns for me that Ministerial offices are more likely to
suffer from some of the problems illustrated in this report than other offices within
government.

Government leaders must fully embrace both the words and the spirit of our
access to information legislation to ensure a true culture of public accountability.
This requires, among other things, that employees benefit from more effective
and mandatory training on key aspects of the access to information process,
including how to properly determine whether a record is transitory in nature. Even
more important, however, is creating a daily atmosphere in government offices
that demonstrates the importance of access to information.

In the face of severe challenges lies an opportunity for government and for British
Columbians. Government can make the necessary changes to legislation as well
as to policies and processes that would help regain public confidence and
establish our province as a national and international leader in access to
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Information. For this to take place government has to demonstrate, through
immediate and meaningful action, its will to ensure a government-wide culture of
respect for citizens' access to information rights.
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Former B.C. Liberal government political aide George Gretes pleaded guilty Thursday to one count of

misleading then B.C. privacy commissioner Elizabeth Denham (pictured), as part of the so-called triple

delete scandal. DARRYL DYCK / THE CANADIAN PRESS

VICTORIA —A former political aide pleaded
guilty Thursday in the government's
long-running triple delete email scandal, hut it
did little to silence criticism that there remains

a culture within the B.C. Liberal government
ofhyper-partisan young staffers
doing whatever it takes to protect their political
bosses.

George Gretes, a 28-year-old former assistant to Transportation

Minister Todd Stone, pleaded guilty to one count of lying to B.C.'s

privacy commissioner during an investigation into missing and

deleted emails last year.

He was fined $2,500, half the maximum, for what provincial court

Judge Lisa Mrozinski said was "a silly mistake" and "a stupid lie" that

was unnecessary because triple deleting records was not illegal and

many other government staffers admitted under oath they did it, too.

The government sought to cast Gretes as an inexperienced staffer

who made a mistake, and was not symptomatic of a larger culture

of staff deleting public records that might embarrass the governing

Liberals.

But a long line of critics —most notably B.C.'s freedom of information

commissioner —say the real problem is a pervasive culture of

avoiding transparency within the government's political arm, a lack of

ethical leadership by Premier Christy Clark, and a small army of

mostly young political loyalists whose futures are tied to the success

of the party and, despite working in taxpayer-paid positions, consider

it their top job to protect their ministers.

"Many of those executive assistants go in with a sense of public
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service but they also bring a partisan perspective, and the danger

comes when the partisan perspective takes over and it becomes a

matter of political message control on behalf of the governing party

rather than trying to serve the public," said veteran political scientist

Norman Ruff.

"Their career is bound up with the fate of the party, and that's where

it starts to become all entangled. Their ethical standards can start to

become compromised."

Working as an assistant for a cabinet minister has long

been considered an entry-level job for supporters of the governing

party, and several typically run as candidates during elections.

The Gretes case dates to allegations last year by whistleblower Tim

Duncan, also a former staffer in Stone's office. He alleged Gretes at

one point grabbed Duncan's computer keyboard and "triple-deleted"

emails about the so-called Highway of Tears between Prince George

and Prince Rupert. Triple-deleting records scrubs them from the

government archives.

Gretes was not charged with deleting those emails, and he continued

to deny Thursday he did what Duncan described.

But in the investigation by then information and privacy

commissioner Elizabeth Denham, Gretes lied under oath about

whether he'd ever triple-deleted any of his own emails —only

admitting that lie after being confronted with forensic evidence,

according to an agreed-upon facts read in court.

Gretes was worried he'd get a more senior staff member in trouble for

showing him how to triple-delete, said his lawyer Chris Considine.

Gretes has apologized, repaid more than $8,000 in taxpayer-paid

legal fees, and paid a heavy price through intense media coverage

and the loss of his job, said Considine.

Denham's report found widespread problems among Liberal staff

beyond Gretes, including the premier's deputy chief of staff who

mass deleted virtually all her emails daily and the premier's freedom-
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of-lnformation, or FOI, coordinator who used disposable sticky notes

to avoid a paper trail on records searches.

"[Gretes] was the guy that got caught," said Duncan, the

whistleblower, in an interview Thursday. "There were a lot of others

doing that type of thing, and none of that has been addressed."

Duncan, who has left government, said political staff "are mainly

concerned about protecting their ministers and the Liberal party at

any cost."

"The best way to say it is, do whatever it takes to win," he said.

Clark has promised change. She banned triple deleting, and ordered

a freeze on email deletion until new rules are drafted. Finance

Minister Mike de Jong placed non-partisan civil servants in FOI

oversight positions in ministerial offices to make sure records are

accurately kept and recovered. He also boosted funding for FOI in

May.

It's too early to tell if the changes are working, said Vincent GogoIek,

of the B.C. Freedom of Information and Privacy Association. What's

needed is tougher penalties for document destruction, which

was recently recommended by an all-party committee of MLAs, said

GogoIek.

Opposition NDP critic Maurine Karagianis said Thursday she thinks

all that's changed is staffers now simply avoid writing things down.

"I think they are having quiet meetings in their office and everybody

walks away and burns their notes or something," she said.

rshaw@postmedia.com (mailto:rshaw@postmedia.com')

twitter.com/robshaw vansun (http://twitter.com/robshaw vansun)
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British Columbia: The 'wild west'

of fundraising

2 of 32

BC Liberal leader Christy Clark during an unveiling of the party's platform in Vancouver on April 15, 2013.

JOHN LEHMANN/THE GLOBE AND MAIL

With no limits on political donations in B.C., the provincial Liberals
raised an astonishing $i2-million last year. One alarming source:
Lobbyists are giving tens of thousands of dollars in their own name
- and some power brokers are breaking one of the few rules the
province has in place. Kathy Tomlinson reports
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Lobbyists and other power brokers are routinely buying their way into British Columbia's

political inner circles by donating generously to the party in power several times a year, a

practice industry insiders consider the cost of doing business in a province with an

entrenched pay-to-play culture.

A Globe and Mail review of public records found dozens of people who get paid to promote

special interests also give tens of thousands of dollars every year - under their own names,

not those of the interests they represent - to help B.C.'s governing politicians pay for

their campaigns.

Many are registered lobbyists, whose job is trying to influence those politicians to make

decisions that will benefit their clients.

Those unfettered donations would not be allowed almost anywhere else in Canada,

because most other provinces and the federal government now have annual caps on how

much individual donors can give. B.C. has almost no rules governing political donations,

making it a holdout and an outlier and leading many critics to brand it as the "wildwest."

Other governments tightened their rules after a recent Globe investigation into political
fundraisers. The Trudeau Liberals effectivelybanned private cash-for-access events - in

addition to already strict limits of about $1,500 a year a donor. Ontario's Liberal

government put an annualcapof $1,200 on donations and barred MPPs fromattending
cash-for-access fundraisers.

Free from any such restraints, the governing Liberals in B.C. raised much more money
than any other provincial party in powerlast year - an astonishing $i2-million. That is
two-thirds of what the federal Liberals collected from supporters across the country and

double the amount raised by the Liberals in Ontario, which has a much bigger economy
than B.C.

The Globe investigationin B.C. also found some lobbyistsviolatingone of the fewrules the
province has: that donorscannotbe reimbursed byclients or companies for their political
contributions. Doing so means they are giving on behalf of other entities and leavingthe
publicin the dark about the sourceof the moneybecausethe contributionis listed in
publicrecords as coming fromthe lobbyist not the company or person that covered
the cost.
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Registered lobbyist Mark Jiles tops the list for the number of donations to the governing

Liberal Party. He has given 89 times since 2011 - $68,209 in all - mostly in his own name.

That is more than the average Canadian earns in a year.

4 of 32
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Mark Jiles (back left) is seen with B.C. Minister of Justice Suzanne Anton (front left).

SUZANNE ANTON

Until now, donors such as Mr. Jiles have gone largely unnoticed - despite voter skepticism

over the influence of money in politics and increased scrutiny of the biggest contributors.

They are independent consultants or salaried employees - not wealthy philanthropists.

They fly under the radar because they give multiple times rather than in one lump sum

and often donate in their own names, not those of the special interests they represent.

Usually, they pay thousands of dollars for tickets or tables at fundraisers, where they or

their clients can chat up politicians, after being tapped repeatedly by the political parties to

buy in.

Because individuals and corporations - foreign or local - can give as many times as they
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want to in B.C., some Liberal supporters told The Globe it is a free-for-all - and some

players who need to compete with others for politicians' attention feel "coerced" by the

party to keep giving or be shut out of the increasingly expensive inner circles.

One lobbyist said there is "no limit" to the calls and e-mails from the Liberals - and also

from the New Democrats - asking for money, and it feels "extortionist." A consultant

called it "like a shakedown," particularly near election time. Still, another said B.C.'s

system "corrupts in a very deep and profound way."

The rules in B.C. making it illegal to donate on behalf of

others make it very clear the money must come from the

contributor's own pocket.

"The Elections Act is very specific that it must be your

money. You can't make a political contribution and then be

reimbursed by an organization or individual," said

Elections B.C. deputy chief electoral officer Nola Western.

"It is tiying to guard against potential corruption or the

appearance of corruption."

Several party donors and insiders told The Globe that law is

routinely skirted by scores of individuals who represent

special interests, and made donations for which they

are reimbursed.

One of Mr. Jiles' clients is the B.C. Salmon Farmer's

Association. Its executive director said the lobbyist

sometimes buys fundraiser tickets for its members in his

name, then the association pays him back.

"That's what he is there for. It's his full-time job," Jeremy Dunn said. "He can provide us

with the best advice in terms of where we need to be."

Mr. Jiles confirmed clients have directly reimbursed him for fundraising tickets. He also

said when he makes a donation, it is a business expense - so he is paying on behalf of his

company, Bluestone Government Relations, not himself.

However, his name shows up repeatedly in public records as an individual donor.

"This has been a mistake.... Most, if not all, [of the personal donations] should have come

Frequent
donors gave

more money in
2016

28%
of donors made multiple

contributions, totalling $6.58-

million

72%
of donors made single

contributions, totalling $5.57-

million
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under my corporate name," Mr. Jiles said. "I [also] identified some accounting mistakes

with my past corporate donations and some of my clients were actually billed."

He stressed he is far from alone - that individual lobbyists and consultants give money to

the governing party all the time.

"I've been singled out because I am an individual running a government relations firm, but

ifyou look at some of the bigger [lobbying] firms and how much they have donated - as a

team -1 bet we are pretty close."

As a result of The Globe's inquiries, Mr. Jiles said he contacted the Liberal Party, which

has asked him to return all tax receipts he received for donations made in his name. He

also said he has asked the party to correct the public record to reflect who the real

donors were.

Even though it is illegal to give money on behalf of another entity. Elections B.C. told The

Globe it has never tried to have anyone charged. Ms. Western said it investigated two or

three allegations years ago, but could not get any evidence, partly because it does not have

the power to review donors' financial records.

"We have been unable to prove that that is happening," she said, adding that parties have

to divulge only who donated more than $250 - not whether the amounts were simple

donations or payments for tickets to fundraisers.

Donors also do not have to disclose who they work for, even though experts on campaign-

finance reform say that would shine a hght on where the money comes fi:om.

Another frequent donor is ByngGiraud, the top in-house lobbyist for Woodfibre LNG, an
Indonesian firm that is building a liquefied natural gas plant near Squamish that some

locals oppose.

Bios of Mr. Giraud online say he "has extensive political experience." He has also given the

B.C. Liberals $47,149 in 20 payments, under his own name, in the past three years.

A less senior Woodfibre manager, Marian Ngo, gave the party $28,000, in 14 donations,

most of that just last year. She had never donated to any B.C. political campaign before

becoming a lobbyist for the LNG firm.

82
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Marian Ngo (second from left)and Byng Giraud (far right) at a 2016 golf tournament and fundraiser with B.C.
MLA John Yap (far left).

JOHN YAP

Liberal

The pair's combined contributions exceededthe $69,500 that Woodfibrehas donated
under its companies' names.

"I expense it. I put it on my own credit card and then I expense it and get reimbursed [by
Woodfibre]," Mr. Giraud said. He made it clear all of those donations were for fundraisers

- and he and Ms. Ngo paid on behalf of their employer, not out of their own pockets.

"This is common practice," Mr. Giraud said, adding that the ticket-purchase forms on the

party's website often have no field to put the company name. "If I have done something
wrong, I will fix it. I am not trying to hide here."

During the period he and Ms. Ngo were giving the governing party money, their

employer's LNGplant proposal was undergoing environmental assessments, which

passed. It also negotiated a controversial subsidy on electricity rates from the province and
other tax breaks.
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Mr. Giraud said attending lots of fundraisers is "a good way for your organization to get

remembered.... It's important to be seen and it's just part of the culture. It's the cocktail

circuit for people who are in politics."
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ChristyClarkwith ByngGiraud at a Woodfibre LNG project announcement.

BC GOVERNMENT

Heagrees with otherLiberal supporters that the optics ofunlimited donations are
not good.

"I see it as less of an issue of the money. It's that people feel there is something wrong or
nefarious," he said, stressing that he thinks there is not. "Theperception is an issuefor our
democracy - and it should probably be improved."

Another frequentdonorwho represents foreign interests is Larry Yen, a consultant and
lawyer, primarily forChinese clients, who gave 13 times since 2013 —in payments totalling
more than $100,000.

Mr. Yen told The Globe he gives to "support Chinese to participate in politics," but does
not make contributions on behalf of others.

His clients have included China Keli Electric Co. Ltd., a supplier of high-tech electric
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equipment owned by a Chinese parent company expanding into Canada. It was reviewed 85

by the B.C.Securities Commission in 2014 for failing to disclose enough specifics about

its operations.

China Keli has never contributed to any provincial party in British Columbia, even though

donations from foreign entities are allowed.

The Globe has compiled a small sample of 53 individual Liberal Party donors - all who

give frequently and also get paid to represent clients and special interests. It includes only

people who gave $1,000 or more in multiple donations last year, plus numerous

contributions in the preceding years since Christy Clark became Premier in 2011.

Among them are 19 lobbyists, plus financial advisers, public-relations professionals and

executive directors. Each gave 19 times, on average. Four out of five contributed more than

$10,000 under their own names.

"Theyall swim in the same circles," said Martyn Brown, who learned how politics works as

chief of staff to former Liberal premier Gordon Campbell. Mr. Brown is now a columnist

who has criticized the party's fundraising system.

"It is first and foremost to open doors and establish relationships —and it does work to a

degreebecauseit identifies donors - in the party's eyes- as fi*iends or enemies."

Thoseft-equent contributorsalsogive disproportionately more moneythan those who
donate only once.

Ofall Liberal Party contributors last year, 28 per cent gave two or more times, whilethe
other 72per cent gave onlyonce. Thedonations fromcontributors who gave multiple
times amounted to $6.58-million - a million dollars more than all one-time

donors combined.

After they give, contributorssaid, they are forever on a party's contact list, and becauseof
their occupation, theyfeelobligated to give repeatedly to maintain their relationship with
the politicians.

"It's likeyou are gettingstrong-armed,"said one offour lobbyists and consultants The
Globe interviewed, but agreed not to name because they fear their livelihoods could

be affected.

If they do not donate when asked, somebelieve the party in powerwillshut them out,
whichwould kill any chance to gain accessor influencefor the clients or employers
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they represent. 86

"You are paying not to be blacklisted," she said. "The whole thing is smelly."

"It's telegraphed quite clearly from the party what is expected ofyou," said another

lobbyist who donated in her own name on occasion but said she is not actually a

political supporter.

"It's the price of doing business," the lobbyist said. "It bugs me. It's not right."

The Globe's list of 53 frequent donors includes 13 who work for wealthy foreign companies

or individuals.

Among those are Johnny Cheung and his assistant Tina Yang, financial advisers with

National Bank. Their website advertises many services for Chinese clients arriving in

Vancouver, such as finding realtors, getting their children into school and arranging visas.

Since 2012, Mr. Cheung has personally given $32,890 to the B.C. Liberals in 23 payments,

all in different amounts. Ms. Yang also gave $30,000, in two large payments. The Globe

tried several times to ask them if they did that on behalf of clients. Both declined

to comment.

More than two dozen of the 53 donors on The Globe's list, including Mr. Cheung, gave

more to the party in power under their own names than did the organizations they

work for.

Both Premier Clark and NDP leader John Horgan have flatly refused to stop holding the

private fundraisers from which much of that moneyflows. Critics are scratching their
heads over why B.C. continues to hold out while Ottawa, Ontario and Alberta recently

bowed to pressure and capped or reduced donation limits.
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B.C. Premier Christy Clark.

DARRYL DYCK/THE CANADIAN PRESS

"It opens the door to the potential for corruption and for the perception that the system is

corrupt," Mr. Brown said. "It's morally indefensible."

One lobbyist and Liberal-Partysupporter who donated less than $300 last year said he
never buys fundraising tickets for his clients. Mike Geoghegan said that is because he got

called out by a journalist for doing it several years ago, when the law prohibiting that

practice first came into effect.

The RCMP let him off with a warning.

"I was a little gobsmacked when I got the phone call [from police]," said Mr. Geoghegan,

who has been a lobbyist in B.C. for two decades. "Ever since that day, I have made a point

of saying: You should attend events - but you have to purchase the tickets in your name."

Mr. Geoghegan said fundraisers give him a great chance to connect directly with

politicians. However, he also thinlcs B.C. should limit the price.

"We should not be doing policy on the basis of who can show up with the biggest bag of

money,"he said. "If we want to be seen as a place where you can do business and you will
be treated fairly, the rules need to be tightened."
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The polar opposite to B.C. is Quebec, which now has the strictest rules in Canada after

years of scandals. Several witnesses told an inquiry into corruption in the construction

industry there that individuals who gave multiple times were often "straw donors," giving

on behalf of entities who were trying to avoid scrutiny but maximize their influence.

"Some companies circumvented the electoral law by asking their employees to make

contributions, which they reimbursed through a variety of schemes," said the

conunission's final report in 2015.

Individuals in Quebec are now barred from giving more than $100 a year, a party.

Some of the unnamed B.C. Liberal donors The Globe talked to admitted that when they

pay in their own name, they use the receipt they get for a personal tax credit, which is a

maximum of $500 a year. If they recoup the donation from clients or employers, claiming

that credit would be considered tax fraud.

"Youget the tax credit on it. [The parties] all point out to you - Ibythe way you get a tax

credit,'" said one lobbyist, who feels he was "complicit in a corrupt system" and said he has

since realized what he was doing was wrong.

"I had booked a [fundraiser] table in my own name. They had told me that - the client -

just bill it back to us. But at the end of the month when I sent my invoice, I got an

immediate phone call saying you can't claim this," he said.

"We don't mind you claiming the money [the client said], we just don't want to see B.C.

Liberal fundraiser on your invoice. Just bill us for more hours," he explained. "At that

point I realized -1 have been totally corrupted."

Another consultant who has made several personal donations said she did not pay for any

of them with her own money.

"Youbuy the whole table in your name and then fill it in with guests," she said. "Youget

reimbursed. Different organizations do it in different ways. We expense it through."

Mr. Dunn, who represents the B.C. salmon farmers, said he would like to see limits put on

individual donations, because his organization cannot afford to compete with wealthier

power brokers whom he thinks have more influence.

"Our members are frustrated - when opponents of their industry can purchase access,"

Mr. Dunn said. "That has been a frustration for a long time."

Members of the wealthy Allard family - who run an organization called Wild Salmon
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Forever - have made frequent donations to the Liberal Party in their own names, in 20

contributions totalling almost $120,000 since 2014. Tony Allard, the organization's

chairman, also introduced Premier Clark at her $1,000 a plate leader's dinner fundraiser

last year.

A former politician who was a Liberal cabinet minister before Ms. Clark came to power

told The Globe he saw firsthand how people with vested interests who donate a lot of

money believe they have clout to get what they want.

Kash Heed was B.C.solicitor-general in 2009 and 2010, before he resigned over an

investigation into his own campaign financing that later cleared him of wrongdoing.

While he was in office, Mr. Heed said, representatives of the New Car Dealers Association

- one of the B.C. Liberals' top donors at the time - were sent to see him by Deputy

Premier Rich Coleman, who is heavily involved in party fundraising. When they met in his

office, Mr. Heed said, the group demanded he fire the chair of the Motor Vehicle Sales

Authority, a government-backed consumer protection agency,because he was taking the
industry to task for misleading advertising.

"He wanted to hold them to account. And they wanted him removed. I had the authority to

do that. And I refused to," Mr. Heed said. "They feel they have influence. They had no

problems dropping RichColeman'sname several times."

The car dealers' group has giventhe B.C. Liberals more than half a milliondollars since
2011. Ontop of that, the group's office manager, ShakiraMaqbool, has given $25,805in 10
donations, under her own name, since 2013.

Association chief executiveBlair Qualeytold The Globein an e-mail, "There were meetings

duringthat periodwith the then minister [Heed] regarding policies, not personnel." He
also admitted Ms. Maqbool'sdonations should have been recorded under her
employer's name.

"Weare reachingout to the B.C. Liberal Party and Elections B.C. today to get our staff
persons' nameremoved" fromthe public record, Mr. Qualey said,adding she "hasnot ever
received any personal tax receipts for the donations."

The B.C. Liberals declined a request for an interview with executive director Laura Miller
about all of this.

Theparty sent a generalstatement, which said, in part, "We recognize there is a rangeof
opinionswith respectto BC's political financing system. Ourview is that British
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Columbians are well served by a system in which they can financially support the party of

their choice."

Lobbyists and consultants The Globe interviewed all agreed both main political parties in

B.C. are equally guilty of squeezing money from players who want something from

government. Several said the New Democrats hit them up hard right before the 2013

election, when the polls were predicting they would win.

"I'd get two or three calls a week from the NDP," one lobbyist said. "There was an

expectation - 'Hey we are going to be in power - it would probably be advantageous to

give us some money so we can be friends.'"

The bottom line, several lobbyists say, is that they are tired of getting tapped for money,

tired of having to go to endless fundraisers and tired of trying to compete with those who

have deeper pockets.

"It is pay to play. But it doesn't mean you are going to win the game. You are paying just to

be in the tournament," one consultant said.

The province should put limits on the amount that can be donated, another said.

"What that means is, 'Look, I have reached my legal limit, you have to go talk to

somebody else.'"

Kathy Tomlinson is based in Vancouver and is a member of The Globe and Mail's

investigative team. Follow her on Twitter @KathyTGlobe
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Gary Mason: Welcome to British Columbia, the land

of 'pay-to-play' events

British Columbia is famously one of the last democratic

jurisdictions on the Earth that has virtually no rules when it comes

to donating to political institutions
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